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Abstract
Cytoskeletal motor proteins are essential to the function of a wide range of in-
tracellular mechano-systems. The biophysical characterization of the movement
of motor proteins along their filamentous tracks is therefore of large importance.
Towards this end, in vitro stepping motility assays are commonly used to deter-
mine the motor’s velocities and runlengths. However, comparing results from
such experiments has proved difficult due to influences from variations in the
experimental setups, the experimental conditions and the data analysis methods.
This work describes a novel unified method to evaluate traces of fluorescently-
labeled, processive dimeric motor proteins and proposes an algorithm to correct
the measurements for finite filament length as well as photobleaching. Statis-
tical errors of the proposed evaluation method are estimated by a bootstrap-
ping method. Numerical simulation and experimental data from GFP-labeled
kinesin-1 motors stepping along immobilized microtubules was used to verify
the proposed approach and it was shown (i) that the velocity distribution should
be fitted by a t location-scale probability density function rather than a normal
distribution, (ii) that the temperature during the experiments should be con-
trolled with a precision well below 1 K, (iii) that the impossibility to measure
events shorter than the image acquisition time needs to be accounted for, (iv)
that the motor’s runlength can be estimated independent of the filament length
distribution, and (v) that the dimeric nature of the motors needs to be considered
when correcting for photobleaching. This allows for a better statistical compar-
ison of motor proteins influenced by other external factors e.g. ionic strength,
ATP concentration, or post-translational modifications of the filaments. In this
context, the described method was then applied to experimental data to inves-
tigate the influence of the nucleotide state of the microtubule on the motility
behavior of the kinesin-1 motor proteins. Here, a small but significant differ-
ence in the velocity measurements was found, but no significant difference in
the runlength and interaction time measurements. Consequently, this work pro-
vides a framework for the evaluation of a wide range of experiments with single
fluorescently-labeled motor proteins.
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1
Introduction
In 1595, the first concepts of optical microscopes were presented (Rosenthal,
2009), which provided the basis for visual inspection of cellular biological phe-
nomena. Especially the work of Robert Hooke and Antony van Leeuwen-
hoek greatly encouraged the use of optical microscopes in biology. Hooke’s
masterpiece, the Micrographia (Hooke, 1665), is believed to be the first scien-
tific book on microscopy whereas Leeuwenhoek improved microscopes that en-
abled him to first describe sperm cells, bacteria and protozoa (Van Leeuwenhoek,
1677). Since then, optical microscopy has been at the forefront of research into
cells and their components (e.g. proteins, carbohydrates, lipids or nucleic acids).
In the last decades, a new field, termed biophysics, has emerged that
follows a quantitative approach towards biology and goes beyond the merely
descriptive investigation of cellular phenomena. Biophysics now covers the
physical characterization of cellular and molecular processes and the analy-
sis of kinetic and mechanical properties. Developments of biophysical imag-
ing techniques such as fluorescence, electron and atomic force microscopy as
well as optical and magnetic tweezers have greatly advanced our understand-
ing of the molecular and mechanochemical mechanisms governing the function
of biomolecules and the interplay among them. In particular, molecular motor
proteins that convert chemical energy directly into mechanical work remain one
of the most intriguing molecular machines in the field. Whether it is long-range
intracellular transport, muscle contraction, cell division or cell motility, motor
proteins play a crucial role in organizing and driving a finely tuned machinery,
while mostly interacting with cytoskeletal filaments. Here, interplay between dif-
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ferent motor proteins, their associated filaments and other regulating factors, cre-
ate a complex but efficient system to grow, maintain or even multiply cells. Due
to the sheer complexity, parts of this machinery have to be isolated and reconsti-
tuted in a minimal in vitro bottom-up approach to precisely study the behavior of
the motor proteins individually (Figure 1). Afterwards, different proteins can be
combined step-by-step to create more and more complex in vitro experiment in
order to reconstitute the in vivo machinery under more physiological conditions.
This work focuses on the study of individual molecular motors involved
in biomolecular transport. One approach to study these proteins at the single-
molecule level is fluorescence microscopy, in which fluorescently-labeled motors
can be observed moving along their tracks (Figure 1A). This so-called stepping
assay is a well established method that still remains at the forefront of single-
molecule tools (Norris et al., 2015; Thorn et al., 2000; Vale, Funatsu, et al., 1996;
Walter et al., 2012). However, the quantitative estimation of the motility param-
eters – velocity, runlength and interaction time – proves to be challenging owing
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Figure 1 – In vitro reconstitution of biomolecular transport: (A) Stepping assay of flu-
orescently labeled kinesin-1 molecules walking along immobilized microtubules (Vale,
Funatsu, et al., 1996). (B) Bead assay with kinesin-1 coated beads (Svoboda, Schmidt,
et al., 1993). (C) Gliding assay of microtubules that are propelled above a kinesin-coated
surface (Howard et al., 1989). Image courtesy of Marta Urbanska.
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to influences and limitations in the design of the experimental assay. Specifi-
cally the temperature dependence, filament preparation and photobleaching of
fluorophores introduce a bias in the results that proves to be problematic espe-
cially when comparing results from different experiments. In addition, different
methods of data analysis influence the precision of the results which can lead to
inferior statistical characterization of the measurements.
Therefore, a method to evaluate fluorescence microscopy data from sin-
gle processive motors is required to address challenges in the estimation of the
motility parameters. Especially corrections for finite filament length and photo-
bleaching need to be incorporated in the data analysis, while temperature effects
have to be considered during the experiment. While these effects have been in-
vestigated before individually (Kawaguchi and Ishiwata, 2000; Pierce and Vale,
1998; A. R. Thompson et al., 2013), the field still lacks a unified approach to
tackle these problems in any given single-motor protein stepping assay. Espe-
cially correcting for finite filament length and photobleaching is non-trivial be-
cause the motion of the motor proteins is interrupted by the filament ends or
the motors are rendered invisible due to the photobleaching of the attached fluo-
rophores. These so-called ‘censored’ events are present in any experimental data
set obtained from single motors and must be corrected for when evaluating the
runlength and interaction time.
In this thesis, a novel unified approach that addresses these challenges is
presented, which allows for a careful and precise characterization of the motil-
ity parameters measured in single-motor protein stepping assays. The following
sections will discuss the basics of biomolecular transport in vivo (1.1), present the
concepts of fluorescent microscopy (1.2), summarize methods in image process-
ing and data analysis (1.3), examine the statistical principles of error estimation
with bootstrapping (1.4) as well as of application of the Kaplan-Meier estimator
(1.5), and introduce the single motor stepping assay in more detail (1.6). Chapter
2 describes the evaluation of the velocity using simulations as well as experi-
ments and addresses the temperature influence on the velocity. Chapter 3 in-
vestigates methods to evaluate exponential distributions commonly used when
estimating the runlength and interaction time and proposes corrections for finite
filament length as well as photobleaching. In chapter 4 the influence of the fil-
ament nucleotide state on the motor stepping mechanism is examined, followed
by a discussion (chapter 5) summarizing the evaluation method and discussing
limitations of the data analysis. The materials and methods (chapter 6) as well
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as the MATLAB code (A.1 & A.2), the workflow of the data analysis in FIESTA
(A.3 & A.4) and the technical description of the temperature control (A.5) are
presented at the end of this thesis.
1.1 Biomolecular transport in vivo
Cells can be described as complex factories with various compartments that are
responsible for energy production, maintenance and expansion. While a vast
variability of eukaryotic cell types with diverse functions exist, their basic struc-
ture is strikingly similar. The nucleus with the golgi apparatus and endoplasmic
reticulum is centrally located in the cell body with a network of filaments (called
cytoskeleton) extending from the nucleus to the cell membrane. This network
consists of three main biopolymers – microtubules, microfilaments (also know
as actin filaments) and intermediate filaments – which assemble from small pro-
tein subunits to create rigid but also dynamic fibers. The filament network not
only preserves the cell shape but is also involved in cell division, and at the same
time the filaments serve as tracks for intracellular transport. Most of the ac-
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Figure 2 – Overview of molecular motor proteins involved in intracellular transport in
neurons (A), non-neuronal cells (B) and cilia (C). Most of the transport is microtubule-
based and relies on proteins from the kinesin superfamily (known as KIFs) and cytoplas-
mic dynein (CyDn). Adapted from Hirokawa et al. (2009)1. (see Ref. 1 in Permissions)
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tive, long-range transport is necessary to maintain the cell function and integrity,
especially of remote compartments, which proteins would not reach by simple
diffusion. The transport is mediated by a variety of motor proteins (Figure 2)
mostly moving along microtubules while dragging cargo such as vesicles or even
mitochondria along. In addition, motor proteins moving along actin filaments
can also be observed near the cell membrane. The proteins involved can convert
chemical energy, in the form of adenosine-5’-triphosphate (ATP), directly into
Figure 3 – Structural differences of cargo-transporting motor proteins: catalytic do-
mains displayed in blue, mechanical amplifiers in light blue, tail domains for cargo at-
tachment in purple and associated subunits in green. Adapted from Vale (2003)2.
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mechanical work, when undergoing structural changes upon binding and hydrol-
ysis of ATP. Even though most motors possess similar features, which include
microtubule-binding domains, ATP-binding and hydrolysis sites, coiled-coil do-
mains for dimerization and cargo-binding domains, their protein structures show
substantial disparity (Figure 3). Some of the different motor proteins even bind
the same cargo in order to achieve bidirectional transport, which also requires
some regulation to determine the required cargo-transport direction. Here, en-
sembles of motors might be involved in a tug-of-war to determine the direction
or motors could be regulated by associated binding partners or even themselves
(autoinhibition).
In order to investigate such complex transport mechanisms, the motor
proteins have be characterized individually at the single-molecule level. Since
vesicles have many motors bound (most likely even different types of motor
proteins) an ensemble measurement proves to be difficult due to the unknown
number of proteins and their physical properties. Therefore, characterizing the
motility of the individual motor is necessary before their properties can then be
included in simulations to test models of bidirectional transport. This work fo-
cuses on microtububle-based transport, therefore the theoretical background is
limited specifically to kinesin motor proteins and microtubules.
Microtubules
Microtubules are stiff hollow tubes with a diameter of 25 nm that consist of small
subunits called tubulin dimers. These building blocks are heterodimers consist-
ing of α- and β-tubulin monomers (each 55kDa, Figure 4A), and each monomer
can bind GTP as a nucleotide. In the tubulin dimer, the α-tubulin has GTP
bound tightly, which is never hydrolyzed, but the GTP in the β-tubulin can be
hydrolyzed to guanosine 5’-diphosphate (GDP) and the nucleotide can be ex-
changed. Tubulin dimers that only have GTP bound are called GTP-tubulin and
dimers with GDP in the β-tubulin monomer are called GDP-tubulin, with minor
structural differences between them. In order to polymerize microtubules, GTP-
tubulin assembles head-to-tail to form polar protofilaments, with the minus end
in the α-tubulin direction and the plus end towards β-tubulin (Figure 4B). In
vivo, 13 protofilaments align parallel with lateral contacts between each of the
α-tubulins and β-tubulins, but a slight offset in these contacts leads to a seam
between the first and last protofilament (Figure 4C). Here, the lateral contacts
are now established between parallel α- and β-tubulins of the two neighboring
6
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Figure 4 – Microtubule structure and assembly: (A) The crystal structure of the tubulin
dimer, which consists of α- and β-subunits. The α-tubulin has GTP highly bound, while
the GTP in the β-subunit can be hydrolyzed. (B) The dimers form polar protofilaments.
(C) Parallel alignment of 13 protofilaments form closed hollow tubes. (D) Electron mi-
crographs of a microtubule cross section and segment. (E) Dynamic instability of micro-
tubule assembly. GTP-tubulin dimers attach to the growing plus end of the microtubules
and hydrolyze the GTP bound in the β-subunit. When addition of new tubulin dimers
is faster than GTP hydrolysis a GTP-cap is formed (1). Once the GTP-cap is lost, the
microtubule tip becomes unstable (2), which can then lead to a catastrophe where the
microtubule tip depolymerizes (3). Deploymerization can be stopped (rescue) by addi-
tion of GTP-tubulin dimers. (Akhmanova and Steinmetz, 2008; Alberts et al., 2002)3,4
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protofilaments and vice versa. Attachment of new GTP-tubulin at the growing
plus end leads to a sheet-like structure that closes with addition of more and
more GTP-tubulin (Desai and Mitchison, 1997). Once GTP-tubulin is incorpo-
rated in the microtubule lattice the GTP is hydrolyzed to GDP, which leads to a
GTP-cap if the hydrolysis of GTP is slower than the addition of new GTP-tubulin
(Caplow and Shanks, 1996; Drechsel and Kirschner, 1994). This GTP-cap ensures
continues growth of the plus end at sufficient concentration of freely-available
GTP-tubulin. Once the GTP-cap is lost, the microtubule becomes unstable, with
a high likelihood of a so-called catastrophe. Here, microtubules depolymerize at
the plus end until new attachment of sufficient GTP-tubulin can induce a rescue
event, which results in elongation of the microtubule at plus end again (Figure
4E). Phases of polymerization and depolymerization are called dynamic instabil-
ity (Mitchison and Kirschner, 1984) and even though GTP-hydrolysis is not nec-
essary to assemble microtubules, it can regulate this dynamic instability, which
is necessary for fast rearrangement of the cytoskeleton, for example, in mitosis.
Microtubules polymerized in vitro have a slightly different structure be-
cause their protofilament number can vary between 8 and 20 protofilaments (Ray
et al., 1993; Wade et al., 1998). Still, these tubes retain their stiffness with a per-
sistence length of several millimeters (Gittes et al., 1993). To prevent microtubule
polymerization in vitro, they can be polymerized in the presence of guanosine
5’[α,β-metylene]-triphosphate (GMPCPP), which is a slowly hydrolyzable ana-
log of GTP, or can be stabilized with the drug taxol (Schiff et al., 1979). Labeling
of the tubulin-dimers with organic fluorophores or fluorescent proteins enables
the observation of stabilized microtubules as well as microtubule polymerization
and depolymerization dynamics.
Kinesin
In 1985, a novel force-generating protein was found in organelle transport of
the giant axon squid (Allen et al., 1982; Brady, 1985; Vale, Reese, et al., 1985).
Formerly known as conventional kinesin it is now designated as kinesin-1 and is
one member of a large kinesin superfamily (KIF). Through biological screen-
ing hundreds of various kinesin genes have been found and KIF now consists
of 14 subfamilies (Hirokawa et al., 2009) classified according to structural and
functional properties. Most of the kinesins have a motor domain at their amino-
terminus (except for kinesin-13 and kinesin-14) and move towards the plus end
of microtubules.
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Figure 5 – Structure of kinesin-1: Kinesin-1 is a heterotetrameric protein consisting of
two identical heavy chains (KHC) that each bind a light chain (KLC). The KHC is com-
posed of three domains: the heads, which include the motor domains (ATP hydrolysis
and microtubule binding), the stalk, which is necessary for dimerization of the KHC,
and the tail, which can bind cargo and also regulates kinesin-1 activity (autoinhibition).
The KLC can also bind cargo at the tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) motif. Adapted from
Vale (2003)2.
Because kinesin-1 is one of the best characterized kinesin motors in the
field, it is used as model system in this work and therefore only this member of
the KIF is described in more detail. Kinesin-1 is a heterodimer (Figure 5), which
comprises of two identical kinesin heavy chains (KHC; each ≈ 120kDa) and two
kinesin light chains (KLC; each ≈ 60kDa). Dimerization of the KHCs occurs in
the coiled-coil domains of the stalk and the motor domains (also called heads)
at the amino-terminus of the dimeric KHC both bind to microtubules. The tail
domain can bind cargo, either directly or via the tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR)
motif of the KLC, but it is also involved in regulation of motility (Coy, Han-
cock, et al., 1999). Here, the tail can fold back, when not bound to any cargo,
and bind at the motor domains to reduce the motor’s stepping rate. ATPase ac-
tivity occurs in the motor domains and the stepping is coordinated in the neck
linker of kinesin-1 (Yildiz, Tomishige, Gennerich, et al., 2008). Therefore it is
able to processively step along microtubules (Block et al., 1990; Howard et al.,
1989), taking several consecutive steps before detachment. Here, one motor do-
main is always bound to the microtubule (Hancock and Howard, 1998) while
the other motor domain binds to the next free tubulin dimer, directly in front of
the bound head. In this so-called hand-over-hand stepping (Yildiz and Selvin,
2005; Yildiz, Tomishige, Vale, et al., 2004) the step-size of kinesin-1 is 8.2 nm
(Svoboda, Schmidt, et al., 1993), which is the length of a tubulin dimer, while it
9
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also follows the longitudinal axis of the protofilament (Gelles et al., 1988; Ray
et al., 1993), therefore directly stepping forward and not to the side. Each of the
steps requires the hydrolysis of one ATP (Coy, Wagenbach, et al., 1999; Schnitzer
and Block, 1997) and one kinesin-1 motor protein can produce forces up to 6 pN
(Meyhöfer and Howard, 1995; Svoboda and Block, 1994; Visscher et al., 1999).
The current consensus of the mechanochemical cycle is described in Han-
cock (2016) and shown in Figure 6. Briefly, upon binding of free motor domain
(two-head bound state), adenosine-5’-diphosphate (ADP) is released from the
leading head. After release of inorganic phosphate (Pi), the trailing head might
have a weak binding to the microtubule, while the front head waits for ATP. Af-
ter ATP binds in the front head, the rear head completely releases and moves
forward without binding (one-head bound state). After ATP hydrolysis, a meta-
stable state is reached that either results in complete detachment from the mi-
crotubule or induces neck-linker docking to complete the step by attachment of
the free motor domain.
Figure 6 – Current model of kinesin-1 stepping hand-over-hand along microtubules:
Upon binding of the tethered head (1) to create a two-head bound state (2HB), ADP is
released from front head (2), now in the apo-state. In order to reach an ATP waiting
state (3), the rear head might have a weaker binding coupled with Pi release. After ATP
binds in the front head (4) the trailing head completely releases and moves forward (5)
to create a one-head bound state (1HB). With ATP hydrolysis a meta-stable state (6) can
either result in complete detachment of the kinesin-1 to terminate run or induce neck-
linker docking to complete the step by binding of the tethered head (Hancock, 2016)5.
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1.2 Concepts of fluorescence microscopy
Fluorescence microscopy has become an essential tool in biology due to its supe-
rior sensitivity and high degree of specificity. It uses fluorescence of molecules
to highlight structures in biological specimen and generates an image acquired
by an optical microscope. Fluorescence is based on the concept of energy ab-
sorption of visible light with subsequent emission of light at a slightly higher
wavelength (lower energy). Here, delocalized electrons in fluorophores or other
emitters absorb the energy of incoming photons (excitation) and are forced to a
higher electronic state. Afterwards, relaxation to the ground state can be accom-
panied with the emission of a photon with lower energy, due to energy loss during
vibrational relaxation. The energy loss leads to a shift between excitation spectra
of a fluorophore and its emission spectra. The so-called Stokes shift enables the
separation of excitation and emission light with specific filters. Typically, an in-
verted microscope is used in which the fluorescent sample is excited and imaged
through the same objective.
Unfortunately, the observation of single fluorescent motor proteins with
standard epi-illumination proves to be very difficult due to the high background
fluorescence of the fluorophores in solution (Figure 7A). Thus, a total internal
Microtubule
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(not excited)
Single molecules in vitro
Index-matching
immersion oil
Microscope objective
Laser excitation beam
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mirror
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EMCCD
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Figure 7 – Fluorescence microscopy of single motor proteins: (A) Comparison of fluo-
rescence microscopy using an inverted microscope with epi-illumination and TIRF exci-
tation. TIRF can be achieved when a collimated laser beam is reflected on glass-water
interface of the sample chamber. The resulting evanescence wave can only excite fluo-
rophores close to that interface. (B) Schematic depiction of TIRF excitation for imaging
single motor protein in vitro. TIRF-illumination can drastically reduce the background
emission by only exciting fluorophores close to the glass surface. Adapted from Veigel
and Schmidt (2011)6.
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Figure 8 – Comparison of fluorophores for labeling motor proteins: (A) Structure of
the synthetic fluorophore ATTO 655. (B) Structure of the engineered green fluorescent
protein (eGFP). (C) Schematic depiction of a functionalized Qdot. Adapted from Linde
et al. (2012).
reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy method has been developed (N. L.
Thompson et al., 1981) where a collimated laser beam is reflected (incident an-
gle exceeds a critical angle θc) at an interface between a medium of high and
low refractive index (for example glass-water). The resulting evanescent wave
penetrates the sample, while the intensity decays exponentially with the dis-
tance to the interface (with typical penetration depths of about 200 nm). Hence,
only fluorescent molecules near the surface will be excited, which drastically re-
duces the background fluorescence from molecules in solution compared to epi-
fluorescence illumination (Figure 7).
In order to image motor proteins in vitro using fluorescence microscopy
different labeling strategies can be applied. The first approach requires attach-
ing synthetic fluorophores (Figure 8A) chemically to the motor proteins in vitro.
Here, fluorophores like fluorescein and rhodamine as well as Alexa-, ATTO- and
Cyanine-dyes are commonly used. A different approach uses fluorescent pro-
teins (Figure 8B) that naturally occur in organisms with bioluminescence. Here,
plasmids of fluorescent proteins like the green fluorescent protein (GFP; from
Aequorea victoria) as well as its derivatives (engineered for increased brightness
or different colors) can be introduced in bacteria or other cells to drive the ex-
pression of these fluorophores in vivo. Fusing them to motor proteins beforehand
provides an easy approach to express fluorescently-labeled motor proteins that
can then be purified for in vitro experiments. Another approach involves link-
ing fluorescent particles (Figure 8C) to motors using different tags that have been
introduced in the structure of the protein. Here, functionalized quantum dots
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(Qdots) can bind via avidin-biotin interaction as well as using SNAP- or CLIP-
tags. Even though these nanoparticles are much bigger than synthetic dyes or
fluorescent proteins they are much brighter and more photostable.
1.3 Image processing and data analysis
When imaging single motor proteins moving along microtubules by fluorescence
microscopy, the acquired signal of the fluorescent label typical spreads over sev-
eral pixels (Figure 9A). Due to the circular aperture of the objective, the emitted
light gets diffracted and the signal of even an infinitesimal source will appear
broadened. The resulting intensity profile can be described by a so-called Airy
disk (Airy, 1834), which is the response – also denoted as point-spread-function
(PSF) – of the imaging setup to a point-like emitter. Due to background and cam-
era noise only the main peak of the Airy disk is visible (Figure 9B), which can
be approximated by a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution (Cheezum et al.,
2001). Using this approach it is possible to localize well-separated fluorophores
with much higher accuracy than the resolution of the microscope (which de-
A C
B D
Figure 9 – Tracking single motor proteins: (A) Typical fluorescence microscopy image
of GFP-labeled kinesin-1. (B) Intensity profile of the image in Figure 9A. (C) Precise
position (cross) of the motor protein estimated by approximation of the intensity profile
with a two-dimensional Gaussian distribution. Blue circle indicates the uncertainty of
the localization. (D) Intensity profile of the two-dimensional Gaussian distribution used
for tracking in 9C.
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scribes the minimal distance to resolve two objects). Figure 9C shows the pre-
cise position (cross; circle describes the localization precision) of the fluorophore
estimated by fitting the two-dimensional Gaussian distribution (Figure 9D). This
method also provides the basis for super-resolution techniques like PALM (Betzig
et al., 2006) and STORM (Rust et al., 2006).
Furthermore, the method can also be extended to determine the position
of fluorescently-labeled filaments (e.g. microtubules) with nanometer precision
using two-dimensional Gaussian based models (Ruhnow et al., 2011). With such
an approach it is possible to automatically track single motor proteins over time
and in relation to their corresponding filaments using a custom-made tracking
software called Fluorescence Image Evaluation Software for Tracking and Anal-
ysis (FIESTA) developed by Ruhnow et al. (2011). Here, all fluorescent objects
are tracked in each frame of the image stack and linked using a feature point
tracking algorithm (Chetverikov and Verestói, 1999). The connected tracks can
then be analyzed further to extract characteristic motility parameters of the mo-
tor proteins (e.g. velocity, runlength and interaction time).
1.4 Error estimation with bootstrapping
Experiments are always limited by the number of measurements N available in
the data set. While the results can be typically described by a certain model, the
results of the experiment are only valid within the scope of the acquired data set.
Reproducing the experiment will yield a different data set with different mea-
surements (possibly different N ) and the results will differ from the previously
performed experiment, even though both are described by the same model. The
reason behind the discrepancy is the random sampling in the experiment because
only a certain number of measurements are performed (due to experimental con-
straints). In order to describe the results of an experiment with a limited number
of measurements not only the parameters of the model have be estimated but also
their statistical error (due to the random sampling), which typically describes a
range that includes the real result with a certain probability (e.g. 95% confidence
interval). For most experimental models the statistical error can be estimated an-
alytically using corresponding probability distributions (e.g. normal or exponen-
tial distributions). Unfortunately, this cannot be done for more complex models,
creating the need for a different approach for estimate the statistical error.
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One commonly-used method in the statistical analysis of experimental
data from motor proteins (A. R. Thompson et al., 2013; Thorn et al., 2000) is a so-
called bootstrapping method (McCabe and Moore, 2006; Press et al., 1992). Here,
the statistical error is estimated from a data set with a limited number of mea-
surements N by randomly selecting measurements with replacement, estimating
the parameters of the underlying model for the resampled data set (must have the
same number of measurements N ) and repeating this process a certain of number
of times n. Table 1 illustrates the method using a concrete randomly generated
example from a normal distribution with µ˜ = 5 as the mean and σ = 3 as the
standard deviation (rounded values for simplification). Evaluating the generated
data set yields µ = 4.7 (σ = 2.8) and the statistical error, for a normal distribu-
tion defined as ∆µ = σ/
√
N , amounts to ∆µ = 0.89. Now, in each of the iterations
(n = 10), the data set is resampled and mean is estimated from the data set. The
resulting mean values are denoted as the bootstrapping distribution, which is
example data set 1,1,3,4,4,4,6,7,8,9 µ = 4.7 σ = 2.8
iteration resampled data set µi
1 1,1,3,3,4,4,4,8,9,9 4.6
2 1,1,1,1,4,4,4,4,7,8 3.5
3 1,1,3,3,3,3,4,4,6,9 3.7
4 3,4,4,4,6,7,7,7,8,9 5.9
5 1,1,1,4,4,4,6,6,7,7 4.1
6 1,3,3,4,4,4,4,6,8,9 4.6
7 1,1,4,4,4,4,4,6,9,9 4.6
8 1,1,4,4,4,6,6,7,9,9 5.1
9 1,1,3,4,4,4,6,7,7,8 4.5
10 3,3,3,4,4,4,7,8,9,9 5.4
bootstrapping n = 10 µb = 4.60 σb = 0.73
(from example above)
bootstrapping n = 100 µb = 4.73 σb = 0.77
bootstrapping n = 1000 µb = 4.69 σb = 0.84
Table 1 – Example of the bootstrapping method: The original data set was randomly
sampled (N = 10) from a normal distribution with µ˜ = 5 as the mean and σ = 3 as the
standard deviation (rounded values for simplification; colors indicate duplicate mea-
surements in the original data set). Estimating the parameters of the normal distribution
using the original data set yields µ = 4.7 and σ = 2.8. The statistical error when using
a normal distribution is defined as ∆µ = σ/
√
N = 0.89, which is similar to the width σb
of the bootstrapping distribution (bootstrapping distribution for n = 100, n = 1000 not
shown).
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described as a normal distribution (even if the original data set is not normal dis-
tributed). Here, the width of the bootstrapping σb describes the statistical error
due to resampling (or theoretically repeating the experiment) assuming the num-
ber of measurement N is the same. In the example (Table 1), σb is similar to the
expected statistical error ∆µ and can be used to estimate the statistical error due
to resampling. Additional, the example also shows that increasing the iterations
n does not change the expected result but rather increases the accuracy of the
bootstrapping method.
Using bootstrapping now allows for characterizing the statistical error
of any data analysis method, by repeatably resampling the measured data set
randomly and analyzing each of these data sets using the desired method. The
result of the bootstrapping method then yields the expected error when repeating
exactly the same experiment while simply acquiring a different data set.
1.5 Kaplan-Meier estimator
The Kaplan-Meier estimator (Kaplan and Meier, 1958) was historically used in
medical studies to to estimate survival rates of patients after treatment. The non-
parametric statistic can be used to calculate the survival function from lifetime
data even if the data is not complete or censored. Nowadays, its application is
also found in other fields like economics, engineering or agriculture. In order to
illustrate the application of the Kaplan-Meier estimator to correct for censored
data points (due to limitations of the study or the experiment), the following
analogies can be used to compare medical studies with the analysis of the motility
parameters in single motor protein stepping assay:
death of patient is not
related to the treated disease
(e.g. car accident)
⇔ motor protein detaches because it
reached the filament end
patient did not die during
the study
⇔
motor protein is still moving along
the filament when acquisition of
the image stack is terminated
patient leaves the study with
unknown reason (e.g. due to
relocation)
⇔
observation of the motor protein is
no longer possible after
photobleaching of the fluorophore
Since the observed lifetimes, or in this case interaction times, are censored due to
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the experimental limitations, the Kaplan-Meier estimator can be used to calculate
the real survival function, which can then be transformed into the cumulative
probability density. Table 2 illustrates the method using a concrete randomly
generated example from a exponential distribution using a interaction time τ˜ =
5s (rounded values for simplification). From the original data set two values (7
& 8) are reduced and treated as censored data points. Here, while estimating τ
from the original data set yields τ = 4.9, analysis of the observed (and censored)
data set would result in τ = 4.0. For this reason, correction of the analysis using
the Kaplan-Meier estimator is necessary and only requires information on which
measurements are censored.
For analysis of the interaction time survival analysis can be used. Briefly,
let di be the number of motors after a certain interaction time ti and ri the number
of attached motors with an interaction time t ≥ ti . The hazard rate h(ti) = di/ri can
then be used to calculate the survival probability S(ti) = S(ti−1) · (1 − h(ti)) (with
S(t0) = 1). The cumulative probability C (probability of detachment) can then be
estimated using C(ti) = 1 − S(ti) for each unique interaction time measurement
in the data set (Table 2). When using the Kaplan-Meier estimator to correct the
original data set: 1,1,2,3,4,5,5,7,8,13 τ = 4.9
observed data set: 1,1,2,3,4,5,5,4,2,13 τ = 4.0
(red values are censored)
t d r S(ti)observed C(ti) d c r S(ti)corrected C(ti)
1 2 10 1 · (1− 2/10) = 0.8 0.2 2 0 10 1 · (1− 2/10) = 0.8 0.2
2 2 8 0.8 · (1− 2/8) = 0.6 0.4 1 1 8 0.8 · (1− 1/8) = 0.7 0.3
3 1 6 0.6 · (1− 1/6) = 0.5 0.5 1 0 6 0.7 · (1− 1/6) = 0.58 0.42
4 2 5 0.5 · (1− 2/5) = 0.3 0.7 1 1 5 0.58 · (1− 1/5) = 0.46 0.54
5 2 3 0.3 · (1− 2/3) = 0.1 0.9 2 0 3 0.46 · (1− 2/3) = 0.15 0.85
13 1 1 0.9 · (1− 1/1) = 0 1 1 0 1 0.15 · (1− 1/1) = 0 1
analysis of the data sets with bootstrapping (n = 1000)
original data set: τb = 4.9 σb = 1.1
observed data set: τb = 4.0 σb = 1.1
corrected data set: τb = 5.1 σb = 1.5
Table 2 – Example for the application of the Kaplan-Meier estimator: di denotes the
number of motors with a certain interaction time ti and ri the number of attached motors
with an interaction time t ≥ ti . The hazard rate h(ti) = di/ri can then be used to calculate
the survival probability S(ti) = S(ti−1) · (1− h(ti)) (with S(t0) = 1). The cumulative proba-
bility C (probability of detachment) can then be estimated using C(ti) = 1− S(ti). When
using the Kaplan-Meier estimator to correct the survival probability S censored events
are not counted in di but are included in ri , which results in an adjusted cumulative
probability C.
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survival probability S censored events are not counted in di but are included in
ri , which also results in an adjusted cumulative probability C. Evaluating the
cumulative probability using the exponential distribution now yields a corrected
interaction time. This analysis can be easily combined with the bootstrapping
method to estimate the statistical error and analysis of the generated example,
yielding τ = 4.9±1.1(σb) for the original data set, τ = 4.0±1.1(σb) for the observed
data set and τ = 5.1±1.5(σb) for the observed data set when applying the Kaplan-
Meier estimator. In the last result, the systematic error of the observed data set
(due to censoring) is reduced at the cost of increasing the statistical error.
1.6 Single motor stepping assay
In stepping assays, filaments (in this case microtubules) are typically immobi-
lized on a glass substrate and motor proteins from the motility solution in the
sample chamber can land and move along the filaments before detaching. In
this work, green fluorescent protein (GFP)-labeled kinesin-1 motor proteins are
imaged with TIRF microscopy while they are moving along immobilized micro-
tubules. An extensive description of the kinesin-1 stepping assay can be found
in Korten et al. (2011). Even though kinesin-1 is used as a model system in this
word, the following applies to any fluorescently-labeled motor protein.
In general, processive motor proteins moving along their filaments can
theoretically be described as Poisson steppers. A simplified model of the motor
protein kinesin-1 stepping along microtubules with a stepping rate kstep is shown
in Figure 10A. While the attachment rate kon = k0on · [Kinesin] is influenced by the
motor protein concentration [Kinesin] in the solution, the detachment rate koff
only depends on the motor-filament interaction. This motor-filament interaction
is described by the motility parameters kstep, which can be estimated by the ve-
locity v and the step size dstep, while the runlength R as well as the interaction
time τ yield information about koff. The first challenge in the experimental deter-
mination of these parameters can be seen in the kymograph in Figure 10B. Here,
clear linear motion can be observed for some motors (e.g. red box), while it is
unclear if short interactions are actual movement or only unspecific interactions
(e.g. blue box). In the proposed analysis, a motor protein is required to be visible
for five or more consecutive imaging frames and to move over a distance longer
than the size of two pixels without pausing. While these parameters appear ar-
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Figure 10 – Single motor stepping assay: (A) Schematic depiction of stepping assay.
GFP-labeled kinesin-1 motors move along rhodamine-labeled microtubules that are im-
mobilized by anti-tubulin antibodies to a glass surface. (B) Typical kymograph (experi-
mental data) of a stepping assay with kinesin-1. The red box shows a single motor that
measurable (interactiontime = 1.3s), the blue box shows a motor with an interaction time
that is too short for a reliable measurement. In the latter case it is unclear whether the
motor moved processivly along the microtubule or interacted only unspecifically.
bitrary and can be set individually by the investigator, they do not affect the
results. The second challenge in estimation of runlength R and interaction time
τ is the finite filament length. Here, if the motors reach the end of their filament
they are not able to continue stepping and might detach prematurely. For these
censored events the analysis can be corrected using the Kaplan-Meier estimator
(more details in chapter 3.2). The third challenge is the photobleaching of the flu-
orophores, because each motor has two GFP attached due to the dimeric nature
of the protein. Here, the required corrections are more complex as previously
reported. Again, the photobleaching events can be scored as censored events and
a mean-field approach using the Kaplan-Meier estimator is used to correct the
runlength R and interaction time τ estimation (more details in chapter 3.2).
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1.7 Aim of this study
The aim of this study is to precisely characterize the evaluation method to esti-
mate the motility parameters of fluorescently-labeled motor proteins from step-
ping assays. For this purpose, numerical simulations are compared with exper-
imental data in order to assess how the experimental setup and data analysis
might affect the results. Especially the censoring of the experimental data due to
the finite filament length as well as photobleaching of the fluorophores was ex-
amined and a method to corrected for these experimental limitations is proposed.
In addition, the expected statistical errors for a certain data set can be estimated
by combining the the proposed method with a bootstrapping approach, which
allows for a better statistical comparison of different data sets. Kinesin-1 is used
as a model system in a proof of concept and the method is described extensively
including the tools to analyze various data sets.
In the following the estimation of the velocity is described first before
the analysis of runlength and interaction time. The velocity estimation is rather
straightforward (essential as a control parameter), whereas the analysis of run-
length and interaction time requires more care to precisely evaluate the acquired
data sets and reduce the systematic errors due to the experimental design. The
proposed evaluation methods are then used to characterize the motility behavior
of kinesin-1 on microtubules with different nucleotide states.
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Evaluation of the velocity
The velocity of individual processive motors is determined by the following pro-
cedure. The tracked motor positions, X(t) and Y (t), are projected on the center-
line of the filament and the distance D(t) the motor moved along the filament is
calculated. Fitting D(t) with a linear function D(t) = v · t + c yields the velocity v
for each motor protein. The resulting velocity distribution can then be evaluated
to estimate an average velocity. In order to investigate the evaluation of the veloc-
ity, numerical simulations were used to create traces of motor proteins stepping
along filaments. As a result, a significant discrepancy of the velocity distribution
from a normal distribution was found, which led to a revision of the evaluation
method. This improved velocity evaluation was then used to characterize the
temperature influence on the velocity.
2.1 Numerical simulations to investigate the evalua-
tion of the velocity
To simulate velocity measurements, the precise stepping behavior of motor pro-
teins along their filaments was replicated. For this the hydrolysis cycle of pro-
cessive motor proteins can be simplified by combining all individual rates to one
forward stepping rate kstep. In addition, the possibility of motor detachment was
taken into account by a detachment rate koff. First, a Monte-Carlo-Simulation
(see Materials & Methods and Appendix A.1) was used to create 10000 traces of
motor proteins stochastically stepping with a rate of kstep = 100s−1 and step size
dstep = 8nm (koff = 0, total time per trace 20s). Figure 11A shows the correspond-
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Figure 11 – Distributions of the number of steps Nsteps and resulting velocities ob-
tained from Monte-Carlo-Simulation (with kstep = 100s−1, dstep = 8nm and koff = 0):
(A) Number of steps Nsteps taken by each of the simulated motor proteins at specific
time points. The dashed lines show fits with normal distributions, which yield a dif-
ferent widths σN . (B) Resulting velocity distributions of the simulated motor proteins
(v = Nsteps · dstep/τinteraction). Solid lines correspond to simulations with infinite frame
rate and no added positional error. The dashed lines correspond to simulations with
fixed frame rate (f = 10s−1) and added positional error (σ = 100nm). The mean velocity
is the same for each distribution, but the widths σv (solid lines, without added positional
error) and σ˜v (dashed lines, with added positional error) are smaller for longer interac-
tion times.
ing hisograms of the number of steps Nsteps taken by each of these simulated
motor proteins at specific time points. At each time point, Nsteps is described
by a Poisson distribution, which can be approximated with normal distributions
(since N steps  10). Since the velocity is described by v = Nsteps · dstep/τinteraction
the mean velocities are the same at each time point, but the widths of the normal
distributions vary (Figure 11B) as one would expect. If, however, the detach-
ment rate is changed to koff = 0.5s−1, each motor has a different interaction time
and thereby the velocity distribution of all motors is a mix of normal distribu-
tions with the same mean values but different widths. In general, motors with
shorter interaction times have a higher variance in the velocity distribution than
motors that interact longer (under the same imaging conditions, Figure 11B).
Consequently, the resulting velocity distribution is not a normal distribution.
To further adjust the simulation to more realistic experimental condi-
tions, spatial averaging over the positions D(t) during the acquisition time of
individual imaging frames (e.g. 100 ms corresponding to a finite frame rate of
f = 10s−1) was performed and a positional error (due to tracking uncertainty)
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Figure 12 – Simulated trace of a Poisson stepper: The blue line shows the results from
the Monte-Carlo-Simulation, whereas the red points show the time averaged trace with
one data point per 100 ms (frame rate f = 10s−1). The green points include additional
positional noise in every data point with σ = 100nm. The black dashed line shows the
recommended fit of the green data points, excluding the first and last point of the trace
since the exact attachment and detachment times or positions are unknown.
was incorporated by adding normally distributed noise with σ = 100nm. Figure
12 shows an example trace of the Monte-Carlo-Simulation (blue line). The posi-
tion was averaged (red points) for each of the 100 ms time intervals to account for
a finite frame rate (f = 10s−1). In addition, noise (σ = 100nm) was added to each
point of the averaged trace to simulate the positional error due to uncertainty of
the tracking (green points). Due to the finite acquisition time, no exact informa-
tion about the attachment and detachment time can be extracted. Including the
first and last frame in the positional averaging would bias the estimation towards
slower velocities, because the distance is underestimated (Figure 12, Table 3). In
Monte-Carlo-
Simulation
time averaged
time averaged +
pos. error
runlength R 0.73µm 0.70µm 0.74µm
interaction time τ 0.93s 1.00s 1.00s
velocity v = R/τ 0.78µm/s 0.70µm/s 0.74µm/s
Table 3 – Comparison of the motility parameters extracted from the simulated trace
shown in Figure 12. The first column displays the results from the Monte-Carlo-
Simulation, the second column the results obtained by time averaging the position data
and the third column the results obtained using the time averaged data with additional
positional error.
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addition, the positional error of the first and last frame is higher than in other
frames because less photons are captured, which increases the the tracking un-
certainty. Therefore, the first and last tracked frames have to be excluded in the
linear regression of D(t).
After obtaining a single velocity for each motor, a mean velocity v for
one experiment can be obtained by estimating the characteristic parameters of a
probability density function (pdf) with maximum likelihood estimation (MLE).
As pdf a t location-scale (TLS) distribution (Hughes et al., 2013) was used, which
includes a shape parameter ν in addition to the location µ and scale σ parameters
(Eq. 2.1), which are conventionally used to describe a normal distribution. There-
fore, the TLS pdf fits the velocity distribution better than the normal distribution
because it accounts for heavier tails.
f (x | µ,σ,ν) = Γ
(
ν+1
2
)
σ
√
νpiΓ
(
ν
2
)
ν +
(
x−µ
σ
)2
ν

−( ν+12 )
(2.1)
In order to compare the statistical errors when using these pdfs, bootstrapping
with replacement was performed (see section 1.4). Here, a random set of N motor
proteins was picked out from the simulation, the velocity was calculated for each
motor and the mean velocity viN for that random data set was determined using
both normal and TLS pdfs. This procedure was repeated n = 100 times and the
deviation from the true velocity v˜ = 0.8µm/s (kstep = 100s−1 and dstep = 8nm)
was calculated:
σvN =
√
1
n
n∑
i=1
(viN − v˜)2; n = 100 (2.2)
The relative deviation σvN /v˜ is plotted as function of the number of measure-
ments in Figure 13A for different time points using the Monte-Carlo-Simulation
(koff = 0). With increasing number of measurements N the deviation from the
true velocity v˜ decreases. Additionally, the motors with longer observation times
also have lower statistical errors, resulting from the smaller width of the velocity
distribution. Figure 13B shows the relative deviation σvN /v˜ for a mixed distribu-
tion (koff = 0.5s−1). Although there is only a small difference between using a
normal or TLS pdf when evaluating the Monte-Carlo-Simulation, this difference
increases when evaluating time averaged traces with additional positional error
(corresponding to experimental data). It turns out that, to reach a relative error
∆v/v of 2% (with ∆v = 2σvN , confidence interval 95%) only 200 motor traces are
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Figure 13 – Dependence of the velocity uncertainty on the number of measurements:
(A) Monte-Carlo-Simulation of motor proteins (koff = 0) at different observation times.
Velocity was calculated using v = R/τ and the velocity distribution evaluated with a
normal pdf. Here, all results show the characteristic σvN /
√
N behavior, with the longer
interacting motors having the smaller statistical error. (B) Mixed distribution of motors
with different interaction times (koff = 0.5s−1). Velocity was calculated with linear re-
gression D(t) = v · t+c and the velocity distribution evaluated using normal and TLS pdf.
The red/blue dashed lines show the results using the Monte-Carlo-Simulation whereas
the solid lines depict results from simulations that resemble experimental conditions.
Whereas both distribution yield the same precision for the results obtained from the
Monte-Carlo-Simulation, the TLS pdf is more precise than the normal pdf with simu-
lated experimental data. The green line (TLS pdf*) shows the results when including the
first and last point of the trace in the analysis (only TLS fitting). The gray dashed lines
are the average bootstrapping errors, which can be used to estimate the statistical error.
necessary when using a TLS pdf compared to 750 traces when using a normal
pdf. Here, the difference in the statistical error using the TLS pdf or normal pdf
depends on the average number of data points in each trace (defined by time res-
olution and interaction time) as well as on the positional error. On average, using
either distribution yields the same mean velocity, but the TLS pdf yields a smaller
relative error because it fits the velocity distribution significantly better (Hughes
et al., 2013). In addition, Figure 13B also shows how the relative deviation σvN /v˜
much higher when including the first and last point of the trace in the analysis
(green line). Here, the finite frame rate and positional averaging introduce a sys-
tematic error that already becomes dominant for N > 100 and cannot be reduced
by additional measurements.
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2.2 Experimental influence on the velocity
Conventionally, velocity measurements on motor proteins are performed ‘at room
temperature’ and the actual temperature is not specified precisely. However,
temperature changes of the motility solution have a big impact on the hydrol-
ysis rate and therefore the temperature should be monitored precisely. Here,
fluorescently-labeled kinesin-1 motor proteins were imaged and tracked as de-
scribed before (see section 1.6 and chapter 6), and the temperature of the motility
solution was measured during the experiment by placing a temperature sensor
in the flow channel. Figure 14 shows the velocity distribution of N = 543 motors
at a temperature of T = 25.7◦C. The distribution was fitted with a TLS as well
as a normal pdf for comparison. In both graphs, the histogram (Figure 14A) and
the cumulative distribution (Figure 14B), the TLS pdf fits the data better than
normal pdf (both were estimated with MLE).
During previous experiments significant differences in velocities were
observed with temperature changes as low as 1 K. Therefore, the influence of
the temperature on the velocity of motor proteins was mapped carefully and a
strong dependence was found where the velocity increased by more than 5 % per
1 K temperature increase (Figure 15A). This shows, that slight changes in temper-
ature can drastically influence the experimental results and careful consideration
of this temperature effect (Kawaguchi and Ishiwata, 2000) is necessary in order
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Figure 14 – Example of a velocity distribution: (A) Histogram of kinesin-1’s velocity
distribution at temperature T = 25.7◦C (GMPCPP-Tx-MT) with corresponding normal
and TLS pdf (estimated with MLE). (B) Cumulative probability density of the same data
with corresponding normal and TLS cumulative distributions function (cdf).
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Figure 15 – Temperature influence on the velocity: (A) Dependence of the velocity on
the temperature (measured directly in the flow channel). Temperature increase of 1 K
increases the velocity by more than 5 %. (B) Velocity during acquisition of one data set
in 8 different fields of view. Temperature was constant within 0.5 K (23.5 − 24◦C) and
velocity shows only marginal deviations over time. Therefore, data can be pooled to
create a combined data set (grey lines, dashed lines indicate error, Ntotal = 5208).
to compare the velocities of single motor proteins stepping on their respective
filaments.
In order to remove any temperature effects in the single-motor stepping
assay, the temperature in the flow channel was stabilized during acquisition of a
large data set. Here, kinesin-1 motor proteins were imaged in 8 different fields
of view and the imaging lasted more than 1.5 h, with a constant temperature in
the flow channel between 23.5 and 24◦C. Because the temperature was stabilized
within ±0.5K the velocity did not differ significantly during this experiment (Fig-
ure 15B). Hence, using the temperature control allowed pooling of experimental
data sets from different image sequences or fields of view into a combined data
set for further analysis (Ntotal = 5208).
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2.3 Discussion on velocity evaluation
When evaluating the velocity of single motor proteins the data analysis can affect
the results. Here, numerical simulations showed that a measured velocity dis-
tribution from single motor proteins cannot be described as a normal distribu-
tion. When assuming a simple Poisson-Stepper model the velocity of motors with
longer interaction times can be estimated more precisely than for short events,
which leads to deviations from the normal distribution due to heavier tails. Still,
the normal distribution is commonly used when evaluating velocity distributions
(Norris et al., 2015; Thorn et al., 2000; Vale, Funatsu, et al., 1996; Walter et al.,
2012), even though Norris et al. (2015) already show clear deviations (Figure S2
in their Supporting Material).
Here, using a t location-scale (TLS) probability density function (pdf) for
estimation of the mean velocity is proposed, which fits much better to the simu-
lated as well as experimentally measured velocity distributions. Compared to the
normal distribution this method thus yields a smaller statistical error. Additional
systematic errors can also be reduced by disregarding the first and last point of
each obtained trace. Hence, the following workflow is proposed to measure the
velocity of a single motor protein in a stepping assay as accurately and precisely
as possible:
Workflow for estimating velocity
I Extract the distance vs. time information for each motor protein
(see appendix A.3 for instructions on how to track and analyze sin-
gle fluorescent motor proteins using FIESTA).
II Fit distance vs. time trace with linear regression leaving out first
and last frame of the trace.
III Use maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) to fit a TLS pdf to the
velocity distribution.
To calculate the error of the mean velocity v with the TLS pdf either use
the 95% confidence interval (estimated with MLE) or bootstrapping (see
section 1.4 and chapter 6). See MATLAB code in the appendix A.2.
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Using the proposed method on experimental data, a strong influence of the tem-
perature on the velocity was observed. In fact, the dependence of the velocity
on temperature was found to be drastic with a relative velocity increase of ≥ 5%
for a temperature increase of 1 K. Therefore the temperature in the flow channel
needs to be stabilized and monitored. Here, the custom-made temperature con-
trol of the objective enabled precise control of the temperature within the flow
channel and a small temperature sensor can be inserted in the flow channel to
monitor temperature changes. Additionally, the precise velocity measurement
(∆v/v < 0.02 with N > 500) can now be used as a control parameter to verify
that the temperature indeed was stable even without the information of the ad-
ditional temperature sensor in the flow channel. Note that, depending on the
setup, the room temperature could easily be several kelvin lower than the actual
temperature in the flow channel and therefore should not be used as a reference.
Hence, any results given for velocity necessarily should include the approximate
temperature in the flow channel (within ±1K).
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Evaluation of runlength and interaction time
Runlength and interaction time of motor proteins are theoretically exponentially
distributed (Block et al., 1990) and the Monte-Carlo-Simulation (see section 2.1)
indeed shows exponential distributions for both parameters. This can be at-
tributed to a stochastic detachment with rate koff where the interaction time is
τ = koff
−1 and the runlength is R = v · koff−1. However, the quantitative estima-
tion of these motility parameters proves to be challenging owing to influences
and limitations in the design of the experimental assay. Specifically the missing
short events as well as filament preparation and photobleaching of fluorophores
introduce a bias in the results that proves to be problematic especially when com-
paring results from different experiments. The following sections describe the
evaluation of censored exponential distributions on the example of runlength
and interaction time of motor proteins. Here, numerical simulations are used to
compare different fitting methods and to propose corrections for the experimen-
tal limitations. In addition, fluorescence microscopy data from single processive
motors is analyzed to verify the method experimentally.
3.1 Evaluation method for exponential distributions
In order to test different methods for evaluating censored data, measurements
were simulated using exponential probability distributions and evaluated using
three different methods previously described in the literature: (i) Least-squares-
fitting of the probability density function (LSF-PDF) where the data is binned in
a histogram, and the locations and heights of the bins are fitted by an exponential
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Figure 16 – Modified exponential distribution to simulate real measurements: (A) Mod-
ified exponential probability distribution with µ = 2 and N = 1000. Here, the first bar
is underrepresented (black pattern), due to experimental limitations. The dashed line
shows the LSF-PDF of the complete distribution, whereas the solid line shows the fit
with the first bar excluded. (B) Modified cumulative probability of an exponential dis-
tribution with µ = 2 and N = 1000. Here, all measurements x < 0.5 are disregarded,
due to experimental limitations. The grey dashed line shows the LSF-CDF(static) of the
distribution with a fixed x0, whereas the solid black line shows the fit with x0 as free fit
parameter (LSF-CDF(free)).
pdf yp = f (x | µ) = 1µe−x/µ (Block et al., 1990). (ii) Least-squares-fitting of the cumu-
lative distribution function (LSF-CDF) where the cumulative probability distri-
bution of the data is calculated and is fitted with the cumulative distributions
function (cdf) yc = f (x | µ) = 1− e−x/µ (Thorn et al., 2000). (iii) Maximum likehood
estimation (MLE) where the data is used directly to estimate the parameters of
the exponential distribution. For complete exponential distributions (where all
events are measurable) the MLE method yields the most precise results, because
it does not include any artefacts of least-squares-fitting. However, the experi-
mental limitations prevent measuring a complete exponential distribution. For
one, it is impossible to include motility events with τ shorter than the experi-
mental time resolution (here 100 ms). Additionally, events with short interaction
times might easily be discarded as noise during the evaluation procedure. Due
to the missing short events, the measured exponential distribution is not com-
plete and the evaluation method needs to be adjusted accordingly. Using LSF-
PDF, the first bin is underrepresented and needs to be disregarded when fitting
the pdf (Figure 16A). Using LSF-CDF, a cutoff parameter has to be introduced
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in the cdf yc = f (x | µ) = 1− e−(x−x0)/µ (Thorn et al., 2000) to account for the miss-
ing measurements (Figure 16B). The cutoff parameter can be set as a constant
(LSF-CDF(static), Thorn et al., 2000) or as a free fit parameter (LSF-CDF(free),
Walter et al., 2012). In MLE, correction for missing events is feasible (Woody
et al., 2016) but cannot be combined with the Kaplan-Meier estimator, which is
required for evaluate experimental data with censored events (see section 3.2).
Therefore, this recently published method to adjust MLE for missing events was
not tested in this work.
In order to characterize the evaluation of exponential distributions with
LSF-PDF, LSF-CDF and MLE a random data set of an exponential distribution
with µ˜ = 2 was generated (the difference between runlength and interaction time
is disregarded for now because the following applies to any exponentially dis-
tributed data). Analogous to the velocity in section 2.1, the deviation of the esti-
mated µ (from n = 100 independent data sets) from the true µ˜ in dependence of
the number of measurements N was calculated:
σ
µ
N =
√
1
n
n∑
i=1
(µiN − µ˜)2; n = 100 (3.1)
Figure 17A shows the results when using the complete exponential distribution.
The relative deviation depends only on the number of measurements due to the
statistical nature of the exponential function. As expected, all methods show
a clear 1/
√
N behavior, but the LSF-PDF yields a higher statistical error due to
‘coarse graining’. Here, the data is binned, but the distribution of the measure-
ments within the bins is skewed which results in a deviation from the expected
result.
If the simulation is adjusted to represent experimental data, two of the
four methods do not show the characteristic 1/
√
N behavior (see Figure 17B).
Here, MLE has the highest systematic error because sampling of the whole dis-
tribution is necessary and using LSF-CDF(static) can yield a systematic error.
Because the cutoff is chosen arbitrarily, it would force the cdf through a fixed
point on the x-axis. In experiments, the exact cutoff could be hidden within the
time resolution or tracking accuracy. Therefore, it is essential to use the cutoff x0
as a free fit parameter when evaluating the exponential function. The LSF-PDF
is again influenced by ‘coarse graining’ and therefore yields a higher statistical
error, which leaves the LSF-CDF(free) as the most precise method for evaluation,
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Figure 17 – Comparison of methods to estimate the parameters of exponential distri-
butions: (A) Relative deviation from the true value of the simulation estimated using an
exact and complete exponential distribution. All methods reach the right result (see val-
ues on the right), only the LSF-PDF method has a higher statistical error due to ’coarse
graining’. (B) Same relative deviation, but using a modified exponential distribution with
a resolution of 0.1 (µm or s, only x ≥ 0.5). MLE fails because the complete distribution
was not sampled and the LSF-CDF(static) method with cutoff of x0 = 0.5 fails because
the real cutoff should be at x0 = 0.45 (see Supporting Material S6). All simulations used
µ˜ = 2 and n = 100 (for LSF-PDF a 0.5 bin width was used). Values on the right are mean
results of simulations using µ˜ = 2, N = 105 and n = 104.
without any systematic error that could bias the result.
Note that the statistical error cannot be smaller than µ/
√
N , even if the
confidence interval of the fitting is smaller. The fitting error from least-squares-
fitting occurs in addition to the statistical error, which results from the random
sampling of the exponential distribution. Hence, it is more important to mea-
sure a large number of data points rather than improving the precision of the
individual measurements.
Least-squares-fitting of the cumulative distribution function
When evaluating exponential distributions using LSF-CDF the time or spatial
resolution of the measurements becomes important. Here, the cdf and the corre-
sponding cumulative probability density can be described by the following equa-
tion:
yc = f (x | µ) = 1− e
−(x−x0)
µ xci = vi ∀i = 0,1, . . . ; yci =
∑
j 1
N
∀j : vj < vi (3.2)
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Figure 18 – Datapoints for fitting LSF-CDF: (A) Cumulative probability distribution
(blue line) of simulated exponential distribution (µ = 2, N = 1000). Same distribution
with resolution of 1 is shown in red. Datapoints for least-square fitting are shown with
a black x. (B) Simulated distribution with resolution 1 and cutoff at 3 is shown in red
(observed distribution). Blue line shows a cumulative probability distribution with cutoff
at 3, but observed distribution can be best explained by green distribution (cutoff at 2.5).
Datapoints for least-square fitting are shown with a black x.
Due to the resolution, the exact locations of the data points used in least-squares-
fitting are not identical with the value of the measurements xci . Figure 18A com-
pares the cdf of a complete distribution with and without finite time resolution of
1 s (exaggerated to illustrate the problem). The corresponding data points needed
for the LSF-CDF are in the middle of steps that are introduced by the chosen res-
olution.
Additionally, the exact time points for image acquisition may not be cor-
relating with the time resolution (e.g. MetaMorph time-stamps frequently show
deviations of < 1ms). Therefore, traces with 5 frames might show up with in-
teraction times between 500.0 and 500.5 ms. This would shift some data points
from the middle of the steps toward the edges. So instead of using the exact time
stamp, the interaction time is calculated by multiplying the number of frames by
the chosen time resolution.
Furthermore, the fixed cutoff value x0 in Eq.(3.2) could influence the re-
sult. Here, especially if the interaction time is evaluated (with specific time res-
olution), a fixed x0 could introduce systematic errors. Figure 18B shows a sim-
ulated cdf with xi ≥ 3s and a simulated cdf with xi ≥ 2.5s, both without time
resolution. In addition, an observed cdf with time resolution of 1 s is shown (red
line) with xi ≥ 3s. Here, using a cutoff value x0 = 3s would introduce a systematic
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error because the observed cdf also includes measurements 2.5 < xi < 3s. There-
fore, rather than fixing x0 as a constant (e.g. x0 = 2.5s in our example), it should
be included as a fit parameter in the LSF-CDF so that the shape of the exponen-
tial distribution is estimated without forcing the cdf through a particular point.
The MATLAB code for evaluation of an experimental data set can be found in the
Appendix A.2.
3.2 Corrections for experimental limitations
In addition to the missing short events and the influence of the temperature
on the velocity of motor proteins, other experimental limitations have to be ac-
counted for when evaluating the runlength and interaction time from stepping
assays. Especially correcting for finite filament length and photobleaching is im-
portant because the motion of the motor proteins is interrupted by the filament
ends or the motors are rendered invisible due to the photobleaching of the at-
tached fluorophores. These so-called ‘censored’ events are present in any experi-
mental data obtained from the stepping of single motors and have to be corrected
for when evaluating the runlength and interaction time. In this section these lim-
itation are addressed and a correction method is proposed, which is based on the
LSF-CDF method with additional Kaplan-Meier estimator (Kaplan and Meier,
1958) to correct for the censored events. In the following, only LSF-CDF(free) is
used to evaluate exponential distributions.
Correction for finite filament length
Since each filament has a finite length, some motor proteins are destined to run
into the end of their track and detach (Figure 19). This influences the measure-
ment of runlength (or interaction time) and introduces a dependence on the fil-
ament length (A. R. Thompson et al., 2013). Therefore, identical motor proteins
moving along longer filaments would have a higher observed runlength (or inter-
action time) than motors stepping on short filaments. Here, a correction for these
so-called ‘end-events’ is presented by using the Kaplan-Meier estimator (Kaplan
and Meier, 1958) in LSF-CDF(free) to adjust the cumulative probability distribu-
tion for these censored events (see section 1.5). Since it is possible to image the
filaments and track single motor proteins, the detachment-positions along the
filament can be determined. Any event where a motor protein detaches near the
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Figure 19 – Schematic description of GFP-labeled kinesin-1 that would reach the end of
the microtubule and is forced to detach there with an altered detachment rate k̂off.
end of a filament (within 1 pixel), is then scored as end-event.
To verify this method, events of motor proteins were simulated, with mo-
tors randomly landing on a single filament with a certain length or on random
filaments with a certain length distribution (assuming a Schulz-Distribution;
Jeune-Smith and Hess, 2010) and it was assessed, which motors reach the fila-
ment end. These traces are included in the analysis as censored events. Figure 20
compares the runlengths from the simulated data with and without correction.
Note that neglecting the length correction leads to a systematic error that influ-
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Figure 20 – Simulation of filament length correction: (A) Simulation of motor proteins
landing on one filament with length L. Some motors reach the end and detach prema-
turely, which leads to a underestimation of runlength or interaction time. Using the
Kaplan-Meier estimator (for end-events) a corrected cumulative probability distribution
can be calculated and LSF-CDF(free) is used to estimate a corrected runlength or interac-
tion time (not shown here). (B) Same simulation but with motors landing on 10 random
filaments picked out of a Schulz distribution with L0.
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ences the measurement because a certain number of motor proteins will always
reach the end even for long filaments.
Correction for photobleaching
Another experimental limitation is the statistical nature of photobleaching,
which occurs after a fluorophore has emitted a certain number of photons. Pho-
tobleaching influences the measurement of the observed runlength (or interac-
tion time) and introduces a dependence on the bleaching rate kbleach (Figure 21).
Even though the lifetime of the fluorophores can be increased by adding so-called
antifade solutions to the motility solution (Korten et al., 2011), the effect of pho-
tobleaching cannot be eliminated fully in the experiments. To account for photo-
bleaching in stepping assays a bleaching probabilities for one, two and a mixture
of one and two fluorophores can be described as:
One Fluorophore: Pc = 1− e−kbleach·x (3.3)
Two Fluorophores: Pc = 1− 2 · e−kbleach·x + e−2kbleach·x (3.4)
Mix: Pc = 1 + (ρ− 2) · e−kbleach·x + (1− ρ) · e−2kbleach·x (3.5)
In single motor stepping assays with GFP-labeled motor proteins, a combination
of one and two fluorophore bleaching (see Eq. 3.5) has to be assumed, because
although dimeric GFP-labeled motor proteins are always tagged with two GFP
fluorophores not all of these fluorophores are active (Figure 22).
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Figure 21 – Schematic description of GFP-labeled kinesin-1 with photobleaching of the
GFP, which would alter the detachment rate koff because the actual detachment will be
hidden.
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Figure 22 – Distributions of photobleaching times: (A) Simulated distribution of bleach-
ing times for motor proteins with one or two active fluorophores. Photobleaching of one
fluorophore can be described with an exponential pdf. The bleaching times distribu-
tion of two fluorophores is a logical disjunction of two exponential pdfs (motor proteins
disappear when the last of the two fluorophores bleaches). (B) Experimentally measured
bleaching times of immobilized motor proteins disregarding one and two step bleaching.
The resulting distribution is a mixture of the distributions shown in Figure 22A.
In equation 3.5, the parameter ρ denotes the fraction of motors with only one
active fluorophore. Because combining the evaluation of detachment and pho-
tobleaching is not trivial and the corresponding addition of more parameters
into the LSF-CDF leads to unstable solutions, a different approach is introduced
which assigns a bleaching probability to each individual motor protein accord-
ing the time it was visible in the experiment. Afterwards, the data is analyzed
with LSF-CDF(free) several times (n = 100) and in each iteration motility events
will be randomly scored as bleaching-events using their bleaching probability.
Combined with the end-events, these censored events are corrected for with the
Kaplan-Meier estimator. This means that the bleaching correction is averaged
over the many iterations of the runlength or interaction time estimation. Addi-
tionally, the data can be resampled in every iteration to combine photobleaching
correction with the bootstrapping method that now not only yields a corrected
measurement, but also the statistical error of the result.
In order to verify the proposed correction, the simulations were extended
to include photobleaching with a mixture of one and two fluorophore bleaching
ρ = 0.5. Figure 23 shows the dependence of the observed and corrected inter-
action times on the bleaching time. Here, only when correcting for both finite
filament length and photobleaching the expected interaction of τ˜ = 2s was esti-
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Figure 23 – Simulation of photobleaching correction: Simulations with finite filaments
(Schulz-Distribution L0 = 5µm) and photobleaching of motor proteins with one or two
fluorophores (τbleach = 1 − 10s, ρ = 0.5). Distribution of bleaching times (ρ and kbleach)
is measured from a different population of simulated motor proteins (e.g. immobilized
motors). Simulations used τ˜ = 2s, N = 1000 and n = 100.
mated. Slight deviations from the true value were observed for bleaching times
equal to or shorter than the true interaction time, which is due to the limited
number measurements that are not censored.
3.3 Verification of correction methods
The method for length correction was verified experimentally by tracking 5208
kinesin-1 motor proteins stepping along microtubules (same data as in sec-
tion 2.2, Figure 15B) in 8 different fields of view (temperature was constant,
23.5− 24◦C). Figure 24A shows the runlengths grouped according to the length
of their respective microtubules (combined data set was separated in groups of
N ≈ 1000). Whereas a dependence of the observed runlength on the microtubule
length is seen in the uncorrected data, the correction using the Kaplan-Meier
estimator yields the same runlength for all groups as well as for the combined
distribution. The errors can be estimated using bootstrapping (see section 1.4),
where measurements are randomly selected (with replacement), classified for
end-events and then evaluated using LSF-CDF(free) with Kaplan-Meier estima-
tor. After sufficient repetitions (n = 100) the resulting bootstrapping distribution
yields the mean runlength R and the statistical error after correction ∆R = 2 · σR.
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Figure 24 – Experimental verification of correction methods: (A) Experimental data of
kinesin-1 runlength, where traces were separated in 5 groups according to the length of
their filament (N ≈ 1000). Solid line shows mean runlength of combined distribution
with bootstrapping error (dashed lines). (B) Experimental data of kinesin-1 interaction
time at different laser intensities. The bleaching time distribution was measured by im-
mobilizing motor proteins with AMPPNP in a second channel on the same coverslip
(same settings and solutions). The solid lines show mean interaction times of the com-
bined distributions with bootstrapping errors (dashed lines).
Therefore, any influence of the Kaplan-Meier estimator on the statistical error is
accounted for.
The photobleaching correction was tested experimentally by imaging
single kinesin-1 motor proteins in stepping assays at different laser intensities.
Here, the bleaching time distribution at each intensity was measured in a second
channel (on the same coverslip) by immobilizing GFP-labeled kinesin-1 on mi-
crotubules with AMPPNP, a non-hydrolysable analog of ATP. Results in Figure
24B validate the correction for photo-bleaching, because the dependence of the
interaction time on the laser intensity is removed and the estimation of a com-
bined interaction time is possible.
Alternative method for verification of length correction
An alternative method to verify the length correction is to reduce the data set
to only include traces that are not influenced by the filament length. Here, the
longest trace in the complete data set (N = 5208) was 11.4 µm and therefore only
motor proteins that landed more than 10 µm away from the filament end were
included in the analysis. None of the remaining traces (N = 914) were now clas-
sified as end-events, but some were still censored either by the edge of the field of
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data set complete reduced
Ntotal 5208 914
Nend−event 480 0
Nmisc−censored 112 13
Robserved 0.61± 0.03µm 0.67± 0.06µm
Rcorrected 0.68± 0.03µm 0.67± 0.06µm
Table 4 – Alternate length correction verification: Comparison of the runlength using
the complete and reduced data set (landing position more than 10 µm away from the
filament end). The reduced data set does not include any end-events and is not influenced
by the filament length, but also only uses less than a fifth of the original measurements,
which roughly doubles the statistical error (errors are given as ∆R = 2 · σR).
view or the beginning/end of imaging. Table 4 shows that the length-corrected
result of the complete data set is the same as the observed result of the reduced
data set. Unfortunately, the number of measurements is greatly reduced which
drastically increases the statistical error. Therefore, the proposed length correc-
tion method using the complete data set is more precise for estimating the motil-
ity parameters.
3.4 Discussion on runlength and interaction time
evaluation
When evaluating the runlength and interaction time of single motor proteins the
data analysis can drastically bias the results. Here, different methods to evalu-
ate exponential distributions of censored data were compared using numerical
simulations. The comparison revealed that using the least-squares-fitting of the
cumulative density function (LSF-CDF) yields the best results. Here, the intro-
duction of a cutoff x0 as a free fit parameter is sufficient to account for missing
short events. Recently, an adjusted Maximum-Likelihood-Estimation method has
been published to account for missing short events (Woody et al., 2016), which
was not included in our comparison. Even though it would yield slightly better
results than the LSF-CDF(free) it is not compatible with the proposed correc-
tion to evaluate experimental data sets with missing short events that also in-
clude censored measurements. These censored events are very specific for step-
ping assays with fluorescently-labeled motor proteins. Here, detachment of mo-
tors at the end of filaments (end-events) and photobleaching of the fluorophores
(bleaching-events) distort the results when measuring runlength and interaction
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time for these motor proteins.
Therefore, a method was introduced to correct for finite filament length
and photobleaching using the Kaplan-Meier estimator with the LSF-CDF(free)
method. Since, the fluorescently-labeled motors and filaments can both be
tracked with high accuracy, it is possible to determine end-events in a data set.
The Kaplan-Meier estimator can then be used to adjust the cdf for these end-
events and thereby correct for the finite filament length. The advantage over
previously published methods (A. R. Thompson et al., 2013), which use a correc-
tion term that includes the average filament length of the experiment, is that the
underlying length distribution of the filaments does not influence the evaluation.
Therefore, it does not matter if motor proteins are stepping on one particular fil-
ament or on a random set of filaments. In addition, variations in filament length
between different fields of view do not affect the results.
Correction for photobleaching is not as trivial as the filament length
Workflow for estimating runlength and interaction time
I Extract the runlength and interaction time information for each
motor protein (see appendix A.3 for instructions on how to track
and analyze single fluorescent motor proteins using FIESTA).
II Score end-events according to their detachment position in relation
to the filament end.
III Estimate bleaching probability from separate channel with immo-
bilized motors (see appendix A.4 for photobleaching measurement
with FIESTA).
IV Assign bleaching-events, create cumulative probability distribution
(censored end- and bleaching-events) with the Kaplan-Meier esti-
mator and use LSF-CDF(free) to estimate runlength or interaction
time.
V Bootstrapping: Repeat step IV with different randomly selected
traces. Reassign bleaching events randomly in each iteration ac-
cording to the bleaching probability.
The MATLAB code for evaluation of bleaching time, runlength and inter-
action time can be found in the appendix A.2. Note that censored events
also include events where the motor proteins move in or out of the field
of view as well as traces that start or end in the first or last imaging frame
respectively.
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correction. Previously, corrections for photobleaching assumed the simple re-
lation kobserved = koff + kbleach (Mashanov et al., 2003; Pierce and Vale, 1998), with
kobserved describing the observed detachment rate which is a superposition of the
real detachment rate koff and the bleaching rate kbleach. There, by either esti-
mating the bleaching rate (Pierce and Vale, 1998) or extrapolating kobserved using
different laser intensities (Mashanov et al., 2003), a corrected interaction time
could be calculated. Unfortunately, these methods fail when the molecules of
interest are labeled with more than one fluorophore as is the case with dimeric
motor proteins where an GFP is expressed on each monomeric motor unit. Most
importantly, not all fluorophores are active, which leads to a mixture of observed
motor proteins with either one or two fluorophores. Therefore, measuring the
bleaching time as well as the ratio of one to two fluorophore bleaching is neces-
sary, to estimate the bleaching probability for a specific experiment. Over many
iterations bleaching-events are randomly scored according to the time the mo-
tor proteins were visible and when including them in the censored events, the
correction for both photobleaching and finite filament length is achieved. Here,
simulations show slight deviation from the expected true value only for bleach-
ing times in the range or shorter than the interaction time. It is therefore always
advisable to adjust the imaging conditions like exposure time or light intensity
to achieve bleaching rates lower than the detachment rates and therefore reduce
the systematic error.
In addition to the simulations, experimental data was used to verify the
corrections. Here, kinesin-1’s runlength dependence on the filament length could
be removed when using the LSF-CDF(free) with the Kaplan-Meier estimator. Fur-
thermore, imaging the dimeric GFP-labeled motors at different laser intensities
in TIRF excitation revealed different interaction times without the correction for
photobleaching. By measuring the photobleaching probability for each laser in-
tensity in a second flow channel (on the same coverslip) it was possible to suc-
cessfully correct the measurements. In conclusion, corrections for finite filament
length and photobleaching need to be included, otherwise both runlength and
interaction time are underestimated. Because the systematic errors can be on the
same order as the statistical error, this careful consideration of the evaluation
method is essential.
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Influence of microtubule nucleotide state
In order to investigate the influence of the tubulin’s nucleotide state on motor
proteins, the velocity, runlength and interaction time of kinesin-1 were mea-
sured for microtubules polymerized with GTP and GMPCPP. Here, microtubules
grown with GTP have GDP bound (due to the GTP hydrolysis upon microtubule
polymerization; GDP-MTs), whereas GMPCPP is only very slowly hydrolysed
(Hyman, Salser, et al., 1992) and therefore mimics the GTP state of the tubu-
lin (GMPCPP-MTs). To reduce experimental influences (e.g. temperature or
buffer solutions) on results, both GMPCPP-MTs and GDP-MTs were stabilized
with taxol (therefore denoted as GMPCPP-Tx-MTs and GDP-Tx-MTs), immobi-
lized in the same flow channel and motor proteins in the added motility solution
moved along both populations of microtubules (in the presence of taxol and la-
beled with different fluorophores). Since the average length of the GMPCPP-Tx-
MTs and GDP-Tx-MTs varies, the filament correction (as discussed in section 3.2)
must be applied before comparison of the motility parameters for kinesin-1 on
these two filament populations.
The following section presents evidence that kinesin-1s moving along
GMPCPP-Tx-MTs and GDP-Tx-MTs only show small but significant differences
in their motility and that sensing of the nucleotide state seems improbable. GFP-
labeled kinesin-1 motor proteins stepping on rhodamine-labeled GMPCPP-Tx-
MTs and Cy5-labeled GDP-Tx-MTs were imaged simultaneously (in the presence
of taxol). Here, the temperature was kept constant to reduce any thermal influ-
ence (as previously described in section 2.2) during the acquisition of 8 differ-
ent fields of view. All traces of the two different microtubule populations were
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then combined to compare the velocities as well as the runlengths and interaction
times of kinesin-1 moving along GMPCPP-Tx-MTs and GDP-Tx-MTs.
4.1 Results of kinesin-1 stepping on GMPCPP versus
GDP microtubles
Kinesin-1 stepping on the two microtubule populations was first characterized
by velocity analysis. Due to the temperature stabilization, no significant velocity
variations on each type of microtubules were observed. Therefore, data from the
8 different fields of view could be pooled together for the velocity measurement
as well as runlength and interaction time evaluation.
Velocity of kinesin-1
Figure 25A shows the velocity distribution for 5208 kinesin-1 motors stepping
on GMPCPP-Tx-MTs and Figure 25B the velocity distribution for 7423 motors
moving along GDP-Tx-MTs. Comparing both distributions using the Mann-
Whitney U-test (Mann and Whitney, 1947) shows a significant difference be-
tween both distributions (p < 0.001). Evaluating the distribution for GMPCPP-
Tx-MTs and GDP-Tx-MTs using the TLS distribution (with MLE) yields veloci-
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Figure 25 – Comparison of velocity distributions for different filament populations: (A)
Velocity distribution for kinesin-1 stepping on GMPCPP-Tx-MTs. Distribution was eval-
uated using MLE and TLS pdf. (B) Velocity distribution for kinesin-1 stepping on GDP-
Tx-MTs. Distribution was evaluated analogous to Figure 25A. The velocity of the mo-
tor proteins is significantly different between the two filament populations (p < 0.001,
Mann-Whitney U-test).
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evaluation GMPCPP-Tx-MTs GDP-Tx-MTs
TLS pdf 0.672± 0.004µm/s 0.652± 0.003µm/s
normal pdf 0.667± 0.004µm/s 0.644± 0.003µm/s
median 0.676± 0.004µm/s 0.654± 0.004µm/s
Table 5 – Comparison of velocity measurements for different filament populations using
different methods: The velocity distribution for GMPCPP-Tx-MTs as well as GDP-Tx-MTs
was analyzed using TLS and normal pdf as well as the median. The errors are calculated
via bootstrapping (95% CI). Even though the values vary depending on the evaluation
method, the average velocity of kinesin-1 stepping on GMPCPP-Tx-MTs is significantly
faster then kinesin-1 on GDP-Tx-MTs with all three methods.
ties of 0.672 ± 0.004µm/s and 0.652 ± 0.003µm/s, which indicates kinesin-1 is
roughly 20nm/s faster on GMPCPP-Tx-MTs. The same data was also analyzed
using the normal distribution as well as the median (see Table 5). The 20nm/s
difference is observed in each method. Additionally, data for each field of view
was analyzed individually, with the results showing the same difference for each
individual image stack (Figure 26A). Therefore, external influences like tempera-
ture fluctuations or degradation of the stepping assay can be excluded as reasons
for the detected velocity difference. Furthermore, the microtubule labeling was
switched in order to rule out that the fluorophores might cause the velocity dif-
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Figure 26 – Comparison of the velocity measurement for different filaments during the
experiments: (A) The velocity was evaluated for rhodamine-labeled GMPCPP-Tx-MTs
(same data as in section 2.2 Figure 15B) as well as Cy5-labeled GDP-Tx-MTs for each ac-
quired image stack (T = 23.5 − 24◦C, NGMPCPP = 5208, NGTP = 7423). (B) The velocity
was evaluated for Cy5-labeled GMPCPP-Tx-MTs as well as rhodamine-labeled GDP-Tx-
MTs for each acquired image stack (T = 24.3 − 25.1◦C, NGMPCPP = 1757, NGTP = 3944).
Even though variations in the velocity are observed (due to minor temperature fluctu-
ations), kinesin-1 motor proteins stepping on GMPCPP-Tx-MTs are consistently faster
than kinesin-1 on GDP-Tx-MTs for each individual image stack.
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ference. Figure 26B shows the individual velocities for each image stack as well
as the combined velocities for kinesin-1 motor proteins stepping on Cy5-labeled
GMPCPP-Tx-MTs and rhodamine-labeled GDP-Tx-MTs. Again, kinesin-1 motor
proteins are consistently faster on GMPCPP-Tx-MTs than on GDP-Tx-MTs.
Runlength and interaction time of kinesin-1
Figure 27A shows the observed runlength and Figure 27C the observed interac-
tion time distribution for 5208 kinesin-1 motors stepping on GMPCPP-Tx-MTs,
whereas Figures 27B and 27D show the observed runlength and observed interac-
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Figure 27 – Comparison of runlength and interaction time distributions for different
filament populations: Observed runlength (A,B) and interaction time (C,D) distributions
for kinesin-1 stepping on GMPCPP-Tx-MTs (A,C) and on GDP-Tx-MTs (B,D) Testing for
a significant difference reveals p < 0.001 (Mann-Whitney U-test) for both the runlength
and interaction time distributions (data from length verification data set in section 3.3).
Average length of filaments was calculated using the median and bootstrapping. ρ de-
notes the attachment density on the microtubules (bootstrapping error).
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Figure 28 – Comparison of runlength and interaction time for different filament pop-
ulations: (A) Comparison of observed runlength (left), runlength after correction for
finite filament length (middle) and runlength after length and bleaching corrrection
(right) of kinesin-1 on GMPCPP-Tx-MTs and GDP-Tx-MTs. (B) The same compari-
son for interaction time measurement (T = 23.5 − 24◦C, vGMPCPP = 0.672 ± 0.004µm/s,
vGTP = 0.652±0.003µm/s, data from length verification data set in section 3.3, errorbars
2σb with bootstrapping).
tion time distributions for GDP-Tx-MTs (7423 kinesin-1 motors). Comparing the
runlength and interaction time distributions yields p < 0.001 (Mann-Whitney U-
test) for both motility parameters, but the average filament length for GMPCPP-
Tx-MTs (LMT = 7.7 ± 1.1µm; median with bootstrapping error) was smaller than
for GDP-Tx-MTs (LMT = 9.9 ± 2.0µm), and therefore the distributions cannot be
directly compared. Here, the LSF-CDF(free) method is used to calculate a cor-
rected runlength as well as interaction time for kinesin-1 proteins stepping on
GMPCPP-Tx-MTs as well as GDP-Tx-MTs.
Figure 28A shows results for the runlength estimation without any cor-
rection (left), with length correction (middle) and with correction for finite fila-
ment length as well as photobleaching (right). While the absolute values for the
observed (and uncorrected) runlength show a larger difference than the sum of
parameter observed length corrected bleach & length corrected
runlength p˜ = 0.029 p˜ = 0.319 p˜ = 0.315
interaction time p˜ < 0.001 p˜ = 0.028 p˜ = 0.052
Table 6 – Statistical comparison of runlength and interaction time using Cox Propor-
tional Hazards Regression: Traces are randomly selected (analog bootstrapping) and the
data sets are compared with and without censoring. The p˜-value indicates the probability
to find data sets that do not show any significant difference (with p − value ≥ 0.05).
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their error bars, the difference for the corrected values is approximately the same
as the sum their errors bars. The same can be seen for the interaction time in
Figure 28B. Here, after correction the difference between the absolute values for
the interaction time is even smaller than each of their error bars.
In order to test the statistical significance the Cox Proportional Hazards
Regression (Cox, 1972) is used both with and without censoring. Again, boot-
strapping is used to resample the data for both microtubule populations and test
for statistical significance (95% confidence interval) for n = 1000 iterations. Ta-
ble 6 shows the probability p˜ to find data sets that do not show any significant
difference (with p − value ≥ 0.05) in all these iterations. For both the observed
runlength and observed interaction time most iterations showed a significant
difference (p˜ < 0.05). Whereas, after correction for finite filament length and
photobleaching the comparison yielded p˜ > 0.05. Additionally, Table 7 shows
the absolute values for the runlength and interaction time of a second, different
data set (used for verification of photobleaching correction in section 3.3). Here,
after correction, the runlength and interaction time match even more closely for
both microtubule populations. Furthermore, the p˜-value is well above the 0.05
threshold, which means a significant difference was detected in only 10% of the
iterations.
parameter GMPCPP-Tx-MTs GDP-Tx-MTs Comparison
runlength
observed 0.60± 0.04µm 0.65± 0.03µm p˜ = 0.20
corrected 0.74± 0.06µm 0.74± 0.04µm p˜ = 0.91
interaction
time
observed 0.76± 0.05s 0.86± 0.04s p˜ = 0.02
corrected 1.18± 0.13s 1.18± 0.09s p˜ = 0.89
Table 7 – Comparison of runlength and interaction time for different filaments: Using
the data set for the bleaching correction in section 3.3, the runlength and interaction
time of kinesin-1 on GMPCPP-Tx-MTs and GDP-Tx-MTs is compared with and without
length and bleaching correction. Both data sets are compared using Cox Proportional
Hazards Regression (T = 24.3− 25.1◦C, NGMPCPP = 1757, vGMPCPP = 0.840± 0.007µm/s,
NGTP = 3944, vGTP = 0.815± 0.006µm/s).
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4.2 Discussion on the influence of microtubule nu-
cleotide state
Comparing fluorescently labeled motor proteins stepping along different fila-
ment populations requires careful considerations of the experimental influence
on the results. Here, the methods described in Chapters 2 & 3 were used to esti-
mate the characteristic motility parameters – velocity, runlength and interaction
time – for GFP-labeled kinesin-1 motor proteins stepping on GMPCPP-Tx-MTs
and GDP-Tx-MTs in the presence of taxol. Both microtubule populations were
present in the flow channel, with motor movement on them imaged simultane-
ously. From the attachment density shown in Figure 27 the attachment rate could
be calculated by accounting for the total observation time and no difference in the
attachment rate was found between GMPCPP-Tx-MTs (kon = 1.4 ± 0.1mm−1 s−1)
and GDP-Tx-MTs (kon = 1.5± 0.1mm−1 s−1) with kon = ρlanding/T total.
The velocity measurements showed small but significant differences be-
tween GMPCPP-Tx-MTs and GDP-Tx-MTs in the range of 20nm/s (corresponds
to a 3 % difference), with motors being faster on GMPCPP-Tx-MTs. Tempera-
ture effects can be excluded, since the the motor proteins are imaged at the
same time and in the same field of view. This either leaves a different step-
ping rate kstep for kinesin-1 on the two different microtubule population or a
structural difference of the microtubules with a reduced tublin-dimer distance
along the protofilament. The first explanation would require the motor pro-
teins ‘to sense’ the nucleotide state of the tubulin and therefore change the hy-
drolysis rate, which seems highly unlikely. The second hypothsis seems more
probable since it has been reported that there is a compaction of the tubulin
dimer upon GTP hydrolysis (Zhang et al., 2015), which reduces the dimer dis-
tance from 8.32 nm (GMPCPP-MTs) to 8.15 nm (GDP-MTs). This 2.04 % com-
paction fits very well to the reduced velocity that was detected in the present
work. The velocity reduction of kinesin-1 on GMPCPP-Tx-MTs to GDP-Tx-MTs
in the runlength-correction-experiment was 2.92 ± 0.66% and in the bleaching-
correction-experiment 2.96 ± 0.91% (bootstrapping errors). The overestimation
of the compaction could be due to temperature difference of the CryoEM mea-
surements (temperatures below −150 ◦C) and the stepping assays at 23 − 26◦C
as well as the absence of taxol in their experiments. In addition, it is known
that the superstructure of the microtubules is different for GMPCPP-MTs (mostly
14-protofilament microtubules; Hyman, Chrétien, et al., 1995) and GDP-Tx-MTs
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(mix of microtubules with 12-15 protofilaments; Hyman, Chrétien, et al., 1995).
This could lead to a further change of the dimer distance. However, the measured
dimer structures in Zhang et al. (2015) did not reveal large differences between
13-protofilament and 14-protofilament microtubules (smaller than 0.02 nm), but
the same group also reported that taxol can negate the effect of the compaction in
GDP-MTs (Alushin et al., 2014), with tubulin dimers in GDP-Tx-MTs having the
same length as in GMPCPP-MTs, but it is not known how taxol effects GMPCPP-
MTs. Lastly, even though the stepping distance of kinesin-1 has been precisely
measured before (Fehr et al., 2008; Svoboda, Schmidt, et al., 1993), a 3 % reduc-
tion in the step-size between GMPCPP-Tx-MTs and GDP-Tx-MTs has not been
reported before.
For the runlength and interaction time no significant difference could be
observed. This contradicts the results from the velocity measurements, because
if the interaction time is the same and the velocity is different a difference in
runlength is expected (or vice versa). On the other hand, the measurement of
the runlength and interaction might not be precise enough to detect that differ-
ence. Even though many traces were included in this analysis (Two experiments
N1 = 12631, N2 = 5701; N combined for GMPCPP-Tx-MTs and GDP-Tx-MTs), the
statistical errors in the measurements still exceeded 5 %. Therefore, a more pre-
cise measurement would be necessary to investigate the discrepancy between the
velocity measurement and the estimation of runlength and interaction time.
Previously, differences in the runlength of kinesin-1 on GMPCPP-Tx-MTs
and GDP-Tx-MTs have been reported (A. R. Thompson et al., 2013), which also
used a method for filament length correction. There, the motor movement on the
different filament populations was not imaged simultaneously and therefore tem-
perature effects might have played a role in the differences of the measurements.
In order to examine the potential temperature influence, the traces from the ve-
locity dependence on the temperature (see Figure 15A) were analyzed regarding
the runlength and interaction time. Unfortunately, only around 200 traces were
available at each temperature and filament population, therefore traces from
GMPCPP-Tx-MTs and GDP-Tx-MTs were combined (since no significant differ-
ence was found in section 4.1). Figure 29A shows the dependence of the inter-
action time on the temperature and Figure 29B the temperature influence on the
runlength. The results from the runlength-correction-experiment and bleaching-
correction-experiment were also included in the Figures (red data points). The
interaction time shows a steady decrease with increasing temperature, whereas
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Figure 29 – Influence of temperature on runlength and interaction time: (A) Interac-
tion time of kinesin-1 at different temperatures on microtubules (difference between
GMPCPP-Tx-MTs and GDP-Tx-MTs is ignored). Interaction time shows a steady decrease
with increasing temperature. (B) Runlength of kinesin-1 at different temperatures on
microtubules. Runlength shows a steady increase first, leveling off in a presumptive
plateau. Red data points indicate the results from the previous experiments for verifi-
cation of the length and bleaching correction (combined for GMPCPP-Tx-MTs and GDP-
Tx-MTs).
the runlength seems to reach a plateau. To analyze the temperature dependence,
the influence of the temperature on the stepping rate kstep, the detachment rate
koff and the number of steps N steps is shown in Figure 30. Here, the stepping
rate kstep shows a steady increase with an exponential dependence (Figure 30A),
which is the expected temperature dependence of any reaction rate (Arrhenius,
1889). The same exponential dependence on the temperature can been seen for
the detachment rate koff (Figure 30B). But when estimating the number of steps
N steps an exponential dependence seems very unlikely (Figure 30C). In fact, when
assuming the simple relation N steps = kstep/koff, the fitted curves in Figures 30A &
B do not match the results in Figure 30C, which means the stepping of the motor
protein kinesin-1 might be more complex than a simple Poisson-stepper. But the
data also clearly reveals that without controlling the temperature and correcting
for the experimental limitations, significant differences in the stepping behavior
of kinesin-1 are observed for different filament populations. These differences
could be caused solely by the experimental setup or data analysis and not by the
actual difference in the microtubule structure.
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Figure 30 – Temperature dependence of kinesin-1’s motility parameters: (A) Influence
of temperature on the stepping rate kstep (assuming dstep = 8nm and combining data
for GMPCPP-Tx-MTs and GDP-Tx-MTs). The dashed gray lines indicate the fit of the
Arrhenius function and the red dashed line the fit with the last two data points excluded
due to N < 400 traces. (B) Influence of temperature on the detachment rate koff (fitting
analogous to Figure 30A). (C) Influence of temperature on the number of steps N steps.
The fitted functions from Figure 30A & B are transferred assuming N steps = kstep/koff.
Neither matches the measured N steps.
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Discussion
In this work, an evaluation method is proposed to precisely estimate the motility
parameters of fluorescently-labeled motor proteins from stepping assays. This
novel unified approach addresses challenges in the evaluation due to the experi-
mental setup and characterizes systematic as well as statistical errors. Numerical
simulations were performed to check whether the method yields the correct re-
sults and data from GFP-labeled kinesin-1 stepping along microtubules was used
to verify the method experimentally. Furthermore, the proposed method was
used to investigate the influence of the tubulin’s nucleotide state on the motility
parameters of kinesin-1 motor proteins. The presented work can be summarized
with the following main findings:
First, it was shown that measured velocity distributions from single mo-
tor proteins cannot be described with a normal probability distribution function.
The reason is, that the velocity of motors with longer interaction times can be es-
timated more precisely than for short events, which leads to deviations from the
normal distribution due to heavier tails. Therefore, instead of using the normal
distribution for fitting the velocity distribution the t location-scale (TLS) distri-
bution is recommended, because it fits much better to the simulated as well as
experimentally measured velocity distributions. Statistical analysis of the veloc-
ity evaluation found that very precise estimation of the velocity is feasible for
averaged-sized data sets (∆v/v < 0.01 with N > 1000). In addition, characteri-
zation of the velocity dependence on the temperature showed that the velocity
measurement can be used as a control parameter for the temperature and might
even provide a more precise measurement than a temperature sensor in the flow
channel.
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Second, different methods to evaluate exponentially distributed data
were compared and it was found that using the least-squares-fitting of the cumu-
lative density function (LSF-CDF) yields the best results. Here, the introduction
of a cutoff (x0) as a free fit parameter is sufficient to account for missing short
events. Note, that the recently published method by Woody et al. (2016), which
describes evaluation of exponential distributions with missing short events with
MLE, was not tested in this work, because it cannot be modified to account for
censored data.
Third, corrections for finite filament length and photobleaching were
proposed using the Kaplan-Meier estimator with the LSF-CDF(free) method.
Since the experimental data is affected by motor detachment at the end of fil-
aments and by photobleaching of the fluorophores, the cdf has to be adjusted for
these end- and bleaching-events (censored data). Using numerical simulations
and experimental data the proposed correction method was verified, which also
includes an estimation of the statistical error after correction using a bootstrap-
ping method.
Fourth, the influence of the nucleotide state of the tubulin on the step-
ping behavior of the motor protein kinesin-1 was investigated by imaging the
motor proteins stepping on two different microtubule populations. Whereas, the
velocity showed a significant 3 % reduction from GMPCPP-Tx-MTs to GDP-Tx-
MTs, no significant difference was found for runlength or interaction time. The
velocity reduction can potentially be attributed to a reduced tubulin-dimer dis-
tance and therefore reduced step-size of the kinesin-1, while the uncertainty in
the runlength and interaction time measurements might still be too high to detect
differences below 5 %.
In conclusion, in order to precisely characterize the stepping of motor
proteins on their filaments the following steps are necessary: (i) The temperature
should be stable throughout the experiments in order to combine and evaluate
many traces at the same condition in one data set. In addition, in order to inves-
tigate different motor or filament populations, it is recommended to incorporate
them into the same flow channel or at least on the same coverslip in order to
minimize temperature differences in the experiments. (ii) Corrections for finite
filament length and photobleaching need to be included, otherwise both run-
length and interaction time are underestimated. Here, the systematic errors can
be on the same order as the statistical error and therefore careful consideration
of the evaluation method is essential.
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For that reason, an extensive description of the evaluation method is pro-
vided, which includes the MATLAB code, to efficiently measure a sufficient num-
ber of motor proteins (to reduce the statistical error) and to address limitations in
the design of the experimental assay (to remove the systematic error). This allows
for a better statistical comparison of motor proteins influenced by other external
factors e.g. ionic strength, ATP concentration, or post-translational modifications
of the filaments. Furthermore, comparison of different motor proteins as well as
motor populations, e.g. structural differences or binding of regulatory proteins,
is possible. Consequently, this work provides a framework for the evaluation of
a wide range of experiments with single fluorescently-labeled motor proteins.
5.1 Summary of proposed evaluation method
When analyzing stepping assays with fluorescently-labeled motor proteins use
the following steps:
1. Track the positions (X(t),Y (t)) of the motor proteins over time and project
them on the tracked filament centerline (D(t)). Alternatively, use a kymo-
graph along the filament centerline to extract the motor position along the
filaments.
2. Disregard traces where motor proteins overlapped or could not be distin-
guished from one another. Traces with pausing events should also be ex-
cluded from the data set because they cannot be explained with the cur-
rent mechanochemical model and are most likely due to filament defects or
roadblocks.
3. Extract the velocity by fitting the acquired D(t) with linear regression
D(t) = v ·t+c while disregarding the first and last frame of the trace. Extract
the runlength (distance between landing and disappearing) and interac-
tion time (number of frames visible multiplied by time resolution) from the
complete trace. Score end-events according to their detachment position in
relation to the filament end and also account for other censored events (e.g.
motor proteins moving in or out of the field of view as well as traces that
start or end in the first or last imaging frame respectively).
4. Use a separately measured photobleaching time of immobilized motors to
estimate the bleaching probability of each motor trace that was measured in
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the stepping assay. Adjust imaging conditions like exposure times or light
intensity to achieve bleaching rates lower than the approximated detach-
ment rates.
5. Randomly select traces from the data set (with replacement). Fit the veloc-
ity distribution of the random set with a TLS pdf. Use bleaching probabil-
ity to score bleach-events and add them to the censored events. Afterwards,
use the Kaplan-Meier estimator to calculate the corrected cumulative distri-
bution and use LSF-CDF(free) for estimating the runlength and interaction
time.
6. Repeat step 5 for a sufficient number of iterations and calculate the mean
and standard deviation of the resulting bootstrapping distribution. The
statistical error of the measurement value (estimated by the mean of the
bootstrapping distribution) can then be described by the width of the dis-
tribution ∆µ = 2 · σµ.
7. Data sets can be combined if no other external influence (e.g. temperature)
was detected. Here, the velocity measurement can be used as a control
parameter.
8. Comparison of results for statistical significance can be performed by using
the Mann-Whitney U-test or for censored data sets using the Cox Propor-
tional Hazards Regression.
5.2 Experimental considerations
When measuring single fluorescently-labeled motor proteins in stepping assays
the following experimental enhancements should be considered:
1. Fiducial markers (such as fluorescent beads) should be used as reference
beads not only for drift correction but also to account for any color offset
between the filament image(s) and the motor protein images. In this work,
Tetraspeck Microspheres were used, which are available in various sizes.
Here, the 0.1 µm diameter beads are recommended for GFP-labeled motors
and the 0.2 µm diameter beads are suitable for brighter probes like quan-
tum dots. The color offset also accounts for drift that occurs between the
acquisition of the images, e.g. after switching filter sets.
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2. The temperature should either be measured directly (e.g. by placing a sen-
sor in the flow channel) or by using the motor velocity as a reference (e.g.
after control measurement at different temperatures). Note that the temper-
ature in the flow channel might deviate from room temperature (depend-
ing on the setup). Without temperature control the temperature in the flow
channel was up to 3 K higher than the room temperature. Additionally,
the temperature most likely increases during the experiment, due to heat
generated by light sources, computers and other electronic equipment as
well as humans. This temperature increase can easily be mistaken as a sig-
nificant difference e.g. when measuring one population first and the next
population after some time, with a higher temperature in the flow channel.
3. Temperature control of the objective is sufficient. The oil between the TIRF
objective and coverslips acts as a good heat conductor and the measured
temperature in the flow channel near the objective almost matches the tem-
perature of the water bath in the combined cooling and heating unit. A
stable temperature of the objective also decreases defocusing effects due
thermal expansion within the objective and therefore longer image acquisi-
tion without auto-focus or manual refocusing is possible.
4. Filaments should be imaged prior to motor proteins, because long laser
light exposure of filaments (during imaging of motor proteins) can lead to
photobleaching of the fluorescently-labeled filaments and thereby reduce
the accuracy of the filament tracking. Normally, one image of the filaments
is sufficient, but the tracking accuracy of the centerline can be increased by
averaging over several frames (position can be averaged).
5. Choose appropriate filament density to reduce crossings of filaments.
While it is possible to track filament crossings, the accuracy is reduced and
assigning of motor proteins to the correct filaments becomes problematic.
When adding the filaments in the flow channel, high flow speeds with less
incubation time help to align the filaments in parallel on the surface and
reduce crossings while maintaining a high filament density.
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5.3 Limitations of experiment and data analysis
The proposed method also has limitations when evaluating experimental data.
The numerical simulations used in developing the evaluation method simpli-
fied the real stepping of motor proteins. Now, especially when measuring large
data sets deviations from the simulations and the experiment become apparent.
Therefore, careful analysis on the limitations of the experiment is necessary to
investigate if these deviations are due to the inherent nature of the motor pro-
teins or originate from the experimental assay. In the following, the limitations
of the proposed method are discussed for the data presented in chapter 4.
First, the measured velocity distribution for kinesin-1 on GMPCPP-Tx-
MTs is slightly skewed towards slower velocities (Figure 31). In contrast to the
numerical simulations, which always show symmetrical velocity distributions,
the experiment shows unexpectedly slow velocities for some traces. These slower
velocities could be due to short pauses of the kinesin-1 on the microtubules that
are below the time and spatial resolution of the experiment. Therefore, the ve-
locity distribution is only skewed towards slower velocities and never towards
faster. In fact, the skew can be detected in all the velocity distributions that were
measured in this work, independent of the microtubule preparation. While paus-
ing has been reported for microtubule roadblocks (Schneider et al., 2015) it was
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Figure 31 – Asymmetry of the velocity distribution: Velocity distribution of kinesin-1
stepping on GMPCPP-Tx-MTs (same data as in Section 4.1 Figure 5A) with smaller bin
width. The distribution is slightly skewed towards slower velocity, which also effects the
fit of the TLS pdf.
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also proposed to occur at defects of GDP-Tx-MTs (Li et al., 2016). The continua-
tion of stepping after pausing at obstacles (roadblocks or defects) is believed to be
detachment and fast re-attachment that is possibly hidden in the time and spatial
resolution of the experimental setup. Therefore, the numerical simulations could
be adjusted to incorporate these obstacles but estimation of the stepping rates in
the presence of pausing and detachment will become very complex.
Second, the measured cdf of the runlength and interaction time shows
deviations from a single-exponential cdf (Figure 32). Contrary to the numer-
ical simulations, the measured cdf does not show single-exponential behavior,
with longer runlength or interaction times being underrepresented. Adjusting
the ratio ρ of one to two fluorophore bleaching in the simulations cannot ac-
count for this behavior. The simulations only match the experimental data when
mixing two populations of motor proteins with different detachment rates (koff).
In fact, fitting the measured cdf with the two-exponential cdf yc = f (x | µ) =
1−w · e−(x−x0)/µ1 − (1−w) · e−(x−x0)/µ2 shows very good agreement of the measured cdf
and the fitted cdf for both runlength and interaction time. The cause for the two
apparent populations of kinesin-1 motors is unclear. The deviation is seen for
every image stack and microtubule population, therefore neither combination of
the data sets nor microtubule structure should cause this deviation. One possi-
ble explanation is the presence of clusters in the motility solution. Here, clusters
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Figure 32 – Deviation of the measured distribution from a single-exponential: (A) Mea-
sured cdf of the runlength for kinesin-1 on GMPCPP-Tx-MTs (N = 5208) compared to
the fitted cdf using length and bleaching correction with Kaplan-Meier estimator and
LSF-CDF(free). (B) Measured cdf of the interaction time for kinesin-1 on GMPCPP-Tx-
MTs (N = 5208). Fitting analog to Figure 32A. Both of the measured distributions show
deviation from the fitted cdf especially for longer runlengths and interaction times.
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of motor proteins would stay attached longer than single motors, which would
yield a second population with a different detachment rate. Another possible ex-
planation is the detachment and fast re-attachment of motors during stepping
along the filaments. Currently, a re-attachment event is only detectable if the
distance between detachment and re-attachment position (jump) is larger than
the localization precision of the tracking. In fact, whenever a large enough back-
ward or forward jump can be seen, the same motor protein will create two traces
in the data set. On the other hand, if motors experienced re-attachment events
hidden by the time and spatial resolution, the traces will be measured as a sin-
gle detachment event. Schneider et al. (2015) reported kinesin-1 protofilament
switching with a high time resolution (using scattering microscopy with gold par-
ticles), where switching occurs after pausing as well as during the runs (no pause
before). Since kinesin-1 follows the protofilaments quite strictly, every protofil-
ament switching could be due to detachment and fast re-attachment of the mo-
tor on a different protofilament (the fitted cdf in their Supporting Material also
shows deviation from a single-exponential). Furthermore, pausing of motors at
obstacles could also cause the described deviation. Here, motors that interacted
longer also had a higher probability to encounter microtubule defects or road-
blocks. Therefore, longer traces might have been excluded from the analysis
over-proportionally, leading to a deviation from the expected single-exponential.
Third, when comparing the motility parameters for kinesin-1 stepping
on GMPCPP-Tx-MTs and GDP-Tx-MTs the alternative length correction method
(see Section 3.3) reveals that length correction using Kaplan-Meier estimator
over-corrects the runlength and interaction time measurement for GDP-Tx-MTs.
Here, the reduced data set (Table 8) shows the same runlength as the observed
(and uncorrected) runlength for the complete data set, while the length correc-
data set complete reduced
Ntotal 7423 2719
Nend−event 514 0
Nmisc−censored 212 56
Robserved 0.67± 0.02µm 0.66± 0.03µm
Rcorrected 0.74± 0.03µm 0.68± 0.03µm
Table 8 – Alternate length correction for GDP-Tx-MTs: Comparison of the runlength us-
ing the complete and reduced data set (landing position more than 10 µm away from the
filament end). The reduced data set does not include any end-events and is not influenced
by the filament length, but also only uses less than a fifth of the original measurements,
which roughly doubles the statistical error (errors are given as ∆R = 2 · σR).
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tion for the complete data set results in a higher runlength. Therefore, the motion
of kinesin-1 on GDP-Tx-MTs might be hindered even more than expected, with
some motors detaching along the filaments due to obstacles. In fact, GDP-Tx-
MTs show a lot of defects as well as protofilament changes (due to annealing of
microtubules). Therefore, kinesin-1 moving along GDP-Tx-MTs might encounter
transitions between filament fragments that introduce more ‘end-events’. Since
these transitions are not visible with fluorescence microscopy, the detection of
censored events that occur along the filament is not possible.
5.4 Enhancements for precise estimation of motility
parameters
The performed experiments do not provide a complete characterization of the
motility parameters for kinesin-1. Especially, in hindsight of in vivo long-range
transport, adjustments of the in vitro experiment must be implemented to further
grasp the interplay between molecular motors and their filamentous tracks. The
following enhancements to the experimental assay could help to achieve a more
detailed understanding of kinesin-1’s stepping behavior.
First, the structure of in vitro polymerized microtubules differs from mi-
crotubules present in vivo (different number of protofilaments) and the addition
of taxol influences the microtubule structure even further. In order to avoid using
taxol and still compare GMPCPP-MTs and GDP-MTs, a dynamic microtubule as-
say could be used, where immobilized GMPCPP-MTs seeds are used to grow mi-
crotubule extensions in the presence of free tubulin as well as GTP in the motility
solution. Hence, a comparison of the stepping rate kstep between GMPCPP-MTs
and GDP-MTs would be possible, having both microtubule populations present
in the flow channel without using taxol. However the addition of GTP is likely to
alter the stepping behavior for kinesin-1 due to its similarity to ATP, but it would
also represent a more physiological condition with GTP and ATP in abundance
within cells.
Second, the low spatial and temporal resolution using GFP fluorophores
prevents the detection of detachment and fast re-attachment events. Therefore,
brighter probes would be necessary to image faster and at the same time achieve
higher spatial resolution. Here, the attachment of small gold nanoparticles (Au-
NP) in combination with scattering microscopy could provide the necessary tools
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to investigate re-attachment during the stepping of kinesin-1. A different ap-
proach could be spectral bar-coding of motor proteins using a random mixture
(e.g. 10) of different fluorophores. By measuring not only the position of the
motor proteins but also the spectral bar-code it would be possible to determine
if motor proteins show re-attachment after jumps larger than the spatial reso-
lution. This way, it would be possible to link traces where re-attachment of the
same motor protein occurred.
Third, characterization of the temperature dependence for runlength and
interaction time can be improved. Here, adjustment of the exposure time dur-
ing imaging can achieve a higher time resolution, which would result in missing
less short events. Especially at higher temperatures, the short interaction time
prevents measuring sufficient data to achieve a good precision. Hence, an exact
characterization of the plateau in the temperature dependence of the runlength
could lead to an adjustment of the model linking the stepping rate kstep and de-
tachment rate koff to the runlength.
Nonetheless, it was shown that the evaluation method for estimating the
motility parameters for single motor proteins from censored experimental data
works well assuming the simple Poisson-stepper model. Whether the deviations
in the experimental data are due to the experimental setup or the theoretical
model is still not clear. Therefore, enhancing the estimation of the motility pa-
rameters even further would provide an approach to either improve the experi-
mental assay or to adjust the stepping model for kinesin-1.
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6.1 Motor proteins and filaments
Histidine-tagged truncated rat kinesin-1 labeled with eGFP (rKin430-eGFP) was
expressed and purified as described previously (Rogers et al., 2001). Porcine
tubulin was purified from porcine brain (Vorwerk Podemus, Dresden, Germany)
using established protocols (Castoldi and Popov, 2003). Microtubules polymer-
ized with GMPCPP (GMPCPP-Tx-MTs) were grown for 2 hours at 37 ◦C from a
80 µl BRB80 (80 mM Pipes [Sigma], pH 6.9 adjusted with KOH [Merck], 1 mM
EGTA [Sigma], 1 mM MgCl2 [Merck]) solution supplemented by 2 mM tubu-
lin (75 % unlabeled and 25 % labeled with rhodamine [TAMRA; Thermo Fisher
Scientific] or Cy5 [GE Healthcare]), 1 mM GMP-CPP (Jena Bioscience, Jena, Ger-
many) and 1 mM MgCl2. 80 µl of the microtubule solution was centrifuged in
a Beckman Airfuge (A95 rotor; Beckman, Brea, CA) at 100000g for 5 min. The
pellet was resuspended in a volume of 200 µl BRB80T (BRB80 supplemented by
10 µM taxol [Sigma]). Microtubules polymerized with GTP (GDP-Tx-MTs) were
grown for 30 minutes at 37 ◦C from a 6.25 µl BRB80 solution supplemented by
2 mM tubulin (75 % unlabeled and 25 % labeled with rhodamine or Cy5), 1 mM
Mg-GTP (Sigma), 5% DMSO (Sigma) and 4 mM MgCl2. After polymerization,
a volume of 493.75 µl BRB80T was added for stabilization. 200 µl of the micro-
tubule solution was centrifuged in a Beckman Airfuge at 100000g for 5 min. The
pellet was resuspended in a volume of 200 µl BRB80T. The solutions containing
microtubules were kept at room temperature over night and centrifuged again
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afterwards.
6.2 Motility assay
The stepping assay using TIRF microscopy has been described extensively by
Korten et al. (2011). Briefly, the experiments were performed in flow chan-
nels (Gell et al., 2010), self-built from two glass coverslips (22x22mm2 and
18x18mm2; Corning, Inc., Corning, NY), which were cleaned in piranha so-
lution (H2O2/H2SO2, 3:5; both purchased from Sigma), silanized with 0.05 %
dichlorodimethylsilane in trichloroethylene (Sigma) and glued together by
heated pieces of Parafilm M (Pechiney Plastic Packaging, Chicago, IL). The flow
sequence was as follows: (i) The flow channel was filled with a solution of
TetraSpeck microspheres (diameter 100 nm; Thermo Fisher Scientific) diluted
200-fold in BRB80. (ii) After 2 min, the solution was exchanged with a BRB80
solution containing 77.5 µgml−1 anti-β-tubulin antibodies (SAP4G5; Sigma).
(iii) After 5 min, the surface was blocked with a solution with 1 % Pluronic
F-127 (Sigma) in BRB80. (iv) Microtubules, diluted tenfold to prevent cross-
ing microtubules, were incubated for 5 min to bind to the tubulin antibodies.
(v) Microtubule solution was finally replaced by the motility solution (BRB80
containing 10 µM taxol, 0.04 mM glucose [Sigma], 0.2 mgml−1 glucose oxidase
[SERVA], 0.02 mgml−1 catalase [Sigma], 10 mM DTT [Fermentas], 0.1 mgml−1 ca-
sein [Sigma], 10 mMMg-ATP [Sigma]) supplemented by 4 µgml−1 rKin430-eGFP.
For bleaching time estimation, undiluted dimly labeled MTs were used (10x less
rhodamine labeling) and ATP was replaced with 10 mM AMP-PNP (Sigma) in all
solutions.
6.3 Optical imaging
Fluorescence imaging was performed using an inverted fluorescence microscope
(Zeiss Observer Z1; Zeiss, Jena, Germany) with a 100x oil immersion objective
(Zeiss APOCHROMAT; numerical aperture 1.46; Zeiss) with an additional 1.33x
magnifying optovar. The final pixel size was 117 nm. Microtubules were ob-
served by epifluorescence using a Lumen 200 metal arc lamp (Prior Scientific
Instruments Ltd., Fulbourn, UK) with a TRITC filter set (exc 534/30, em 593/40,
dc R561; all Chroma Technology, Rockingham, VT). rKin430-eGFP motor pro-
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teins were observed in total internal reflection (TIRF) mode, by using a PhoxX
488 nm Laser (Omicron-Laserage, Rodgau-Dudenhofen, Germany) with a GFP
filter set (exc 470/40, em 525/50, dc 495; all Zeiss). Image acquisition was per-
formed at 100 ms exposure time in streaming mode by an electron-multiplied
charge-coupled device camera (iXon Ultra DU-897U; Andor, Belfast, Northern
Ireland) in conjunction with a Metamorph imaging system (Universal Imaging
Corp., Downingtown, PA). The temperature was measured directly in the flow
channel with a temperature sensor (IT-23; Physitemp Instruments, Inc., Clifton,
NJ) , which was connected to multipurpose thermometer (BAT-10; Physitemp In-
struments, Inc.). Temperature control was implemented using a custom-made
hollow brass ring (MPI-CBG Mechanical Workshop, Dresden, Germany) con-
nected to a water bath with combined cooling and heating unit (F25-MC Re-
frigerated/Heating Circulator; JULABO GmbH, Seelbach, Germany).
6.4 Analysis of single motor proteins
Single kinesin-1 motor proteins and microtubules were tracked using FIESTA
(Ruhnow et al., 2011). Traces that showed any pauses or stalling were disre-
garded. After drift and color offset correction, the motor position was projected
on the microtubule centerline. The resulting distance along the centerline as
well as the detachment position was utilized for further evaluation in different
MATLAB (Mathworks, Natick, MA) scripts (code in Appendix A.2). For veloc-
ity simulations a Monte-Carlo-Simulation of a Poisson Stepper was used and to
create exponentially distributed random data the MATLAB function exprnd()
was employed. The evaluation of the cumulative distribution function utilized
ecdf(), which also includes the optional Kaplan-Meier-Estimator, and for least-
square fitting fit() was used. Bootstrapping was done with parfor included in
the Parallel Computing Toolbox of MATLAB.
6.5 Bootstrapping method
The statistical error of an evaluation method with a limited number of mea-
surements can be described using a bootstrapping method (Thorn et al., 2000).
Briefly, from the data set individual measurements are randomly selected with
replacement. Here, the complete data set is always available when picking the
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measurement, which means that any measurement can also be selected more than
once. The randomly selected data set is analyzed using the evaluation method
of choice. This procedure is repeated for sufficient number of repetitions (e.g.
n = 100) with randomly selected data sets. The resulting bootstrapping distribu-
tion of the parameters, which describe the model, can be described by a normal
distribution with the mean denoting the actual result and its standard deviation
describing the statistical error. This statistical error only results from random
sampling and describes the error that is to be expected when repeating the ex-
periment.
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A.1 MATLAB code for simulations
Simulation of motor proteins in stepping assays was done using a simplified
Monte-Carlo-Simulation. In the following example a stepping rate of kstep =
100s−1, step size dstepsize = 8nm and detachment rate koff = 0.5s−1 is used. Aver-
aging of the position was done to simulate a frame rate of f = 10s−1 (normally
used in our experiments) and a positional error (due to tracking uncertainty) is
incorporated by adding normal-distributed noise (σ = 100nm):
function [exp_mol,mol] = Monte_Carlo_Stepping
rng('shuffle');
N_mol = 1000; k_step = 100;
d_stepsize = 8; %in nm
k_off = 0.5; %in s^-1
dt = 0.001; %time resolution of simulation in s
t_res=0.1; %time resolution of experiment in s
mol = cell(1,N_mol);
parfor n=1:N_mol %create precise simulation
mol{n} = [0 0];
for m=2:20000
if ~isnan(mol{n}(end,2))
p = rand;
if p<k_step*dt
mol{n}(m,:) = [m*dt mol{n}(m-1,2)+d_stepsize];
else
mol{n}(m,:) = [m*dt mol{n}(m-1,2)];
end
p = rand;
if p<k_off*dt
break;
end
end
end
t_land = rand*0.1; %random attachment time
mol{n}(:,1) = mol{n}(:,1)+t_land;
k=1; exp_mol{n} = [0 0];
while any(mol{n}(:,1)>(k-1)*t_res) %average time, add pos. error
exp_mol{n}(k,1) = (k-1)*t_res;
idx = mol{n}(:,1)>=(k-1)*t_res & mol{n}(:,1)<k*t_res
exp_mol{n}(k,2) = mean(mol{n}(idx,2)) + normrnd(0,100);
k = k+1;
end
exp_mol{n}(:,2) = exp_mol{n}(:,2)-exp_mol{n}(1,2);
end
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In order to avoid creating independent exponential distributions using the time-
consuming Monte-Carlo-Simulation, exponential distributions were created di-
rectly using koff = 0.5s−1 for further investigation into runlength and interaction
time evaluation. The distributions were adjusted to resemble experimental con-
ditions and limitations, which include missing short events, finite filament length
and photobleaching, were added. Parameters (e.g. number of measurements, fil-
ament length or photobleaching rate) can be changed to investigate their influ-
ence on the systematic and statistical error:
function [obs_dist,end_idx,bleach1,bleach2] = Exponential_Simulation
rng('shuffle');
N_mol = 1000; k_off = 0.5; L_filament = 5; % in µm
N_bleach = 400; Rho_fluorophore = 0.5; T_bleach = 5; % in s
%create complete exponential distribution
real_dist = exprnd(1/k_off,N_mol*10,1);
%pick out 10 filaments from Schulz-Distribution
filament_length = schulzrnd(L_filament,10);
%add up total length
total_length = sum(filament_length);
%simulate landing position on filaments
landing = rand(10000,1)*total_length;
max_interaction = zeros(10000,1);
%calculate landing position on individual filaments
%and calculate maximal possible interaction time
for m=1:length(filament_length)
k = landing<filament_length(m);
max_interaction(k) = (filament_length(m)-landing(k));
landing(k) = Inf; landing(~k) = landing(~k)-filament_length(m);
end
%calculate bleaching times for fluorophore
bleach1=exprnd(T_bleach,N_mol*10,1); bleach2=exprnd(T_bleach,N_mol*10,1);
%add ratio between one and two fluorophore bleaching
tf = rand(N_mol*10,1) < Rho_fluorophore; bleach2(tf) = -1;
bleach = max([bleach1 bleach2],[],2); %get bleaching times for molecule
%classify end_events
end_idx = max_interaction<real & max_interaction<bleach;
%created modified distribution
modified = min([real_dist bleach max_interaction],[],2);
%round values for time resolution of 100 ms
modified = round(modified*10)/10;
%account for missing short events
end_idx(modified<0.5) = []; modified(modified<0.5) = [];
%pick out N molecules from modified distribution
k = randperm(length(modified),N_mol);
obs_dist = modified(k); end_idx = end_idx(k);
%create a photobleaching measurements (independent distribution)
bleach1=exprnd(T_bleach,N_bleach*10,1);
bleach2=exprnd(T_bleach,N_bleach*10,1);
tf = rand(N_bleach*10,1) < Rho_fluorophore; bleach2(tf) = -1;
%pick out N_bleach molecules from bleaching distribution
k = randperm(length(bleach1),N_bleach);
bleach1 = bleach1(k); bleach2 = bleach2(k);
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A.2 MATLAB code for data analysis of distributions
The following code was used to estimate the motility parameters of the distribu-
tions in MATLAB, including bootstrapping:
Maximum-Likelihood-Estimation of velocity using t location-scale distribution
function Velocity_Evaluation
rng('shuffle');
% load data set e.g. FIESTA
load('tracks.mat');
p = 1;
for n = 1:length(Molecule)
T = double(Molecule(n).Results(:,2));
D = real(double(Molecule(n).PathData(:,3)));
if length(T)>3
try
b = robustfit(T(2:end-1),D(2:end-1));
velocity(p,1) = b(2);
catch
velocity(p,1) = (D(end-1)-D(2))/(T(end-1)-T(2));
end
p = p+1;
end
end
vel = zeros(1,100);
parfor m=1:100
pk = randi(length(velocity),1,length(velocity));
resample = velocity(pk);
[w,dw] = mle(resample,'distribution','tlocationscale');
vel(m) = w(1);
end
mean_vel = mean(vel);
error_vel = 2*std(vel);
disp(['Velocity: v=' num2str(mean_vel) ' +- ' num2str(error_vel) ' nm/s']);
Least-Squares-Fitting of cumulative density function
function mu=mexpfit(data,censor)
if isempty(censor)
[cp,x] = ecdf(data);
else
[cp,x] = ecdf(data,'censoring',censor);
end
x=(x(3:end)+x(2:end-1))/2;
cp=cp(2:end-1);
func = fittype('1-exp(-(x*k-x0))');
f = fit(x,cp,func,'Startpoint',[1/mean(data) min(data)]);
mu=1/f.k;
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Complete analysis of exponential distribution with corrections
function Estimate_Parameters_Exponential
rng('shuffle');
%load('tracks.mat'); % load data set e.g. FIESTA
%for n = 1:length(Molecule)
% T = double(Molecule(n).Results(:,2));
% D = real(double(Molecule(n).PathData(:,3)));
% frames(n,1) = Molecule(n).Results(end,1)-Molecule(n).Results(1,1)+1;
% % runlength
% obs(n,1) = D(end)-D(1); %runlength
% % interaction time (number of frames multiplied with time res.
% obs(n,1) = frames*time_res;
% detach(n,1) = imag(double(Molecule(n).PathData(end,3)));
%end
%end_idx = detach < pixelsize;
%k= frames<5 | D<2*pixelsize;
%obs(k)=[];
%end_idx(k)=[];
%% load bleaching evaluation
%load('bleach.mat');
%bleach(isnan(bleach(:,1),:) = [];
%bleach(isnan(bleach,:)) = -1;
%bleach1 = bleach(:,1);
%bleach2 = bleach(:,2);
% or create simulated data set
[obs,end_idx,bleach1,bleach2] = Exponential_Simulation;
%use bootstrapping to estimate parameters
tau1 = zeros(1,100);
tau2 = zeros(1,100);
parfor m=1:100
%resample of photobleaching distribution
bk = randi(length(bleach1),1,length(bleach1));
%estimate photobleaching parameters and bleaching probability
bleach_prob = calcBleachProb(obs,bleach1(bk),bleach2(bk));
%classify bleaching events
bleach_idx = rand(length(obs),1) < bleach_prob;
%resample of observed distribution
k = randi(length(obs),1,length(obs));
resample = obs(k);
r_end = end_idx(k);
r_bleach = bleach_idx(k);
%estimate parameters of expontial distribution
tau1(m)=mexpfit(resample,[]);
%with end- and bleach-correction
tau2(m)=mexpfit(resample,r_end|r_bleach);
end
mean_tau1 = mean(tau1);
error_tau1 = 2*std(tau1);
mean_tau2 = mean(tau2);
error_tau2 = 2*std(tau2);
disp(['Observed: t=' num2str(mean_tau1) '+-' num2str(error_tau1) 's']);
disp(['Corrected: t=' num2str(mean_tau2) '+-' num2str(error_tau2) 's']);
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A.3 Data analysis using FIESTA
The workflow to track single fluorescently-labeled motor proteins with respect
to their filaments was optimized greatly in order to analyze sufficient events for
statistical comparison. FIESTA (version 1.05.0005) now includes multi-channel
evaluation to improve data analysis and user interaction. The following steps
should be used in order to analyze many tracks efficiently:
1. Open Stack Special (Menu→Data), choose files for motor proteins (Chan-
nel 1 recommended) and filaments (other Channels).
2. Track filaments and reference beads in filament channel. Check correct focus
drift checkbox in the filament option.
3. Track motor proteins and reference beads in molecule channel. Note, mo-
tor proteins and beads should be tracked at two different threshold levels.
Choose appropriate maximum velocity in the Configuration (will reduce time for
feature connection but could lead to unconnected tracks if set too low).
4. Load Tracks (Menu→Data) from reference beads in the molecule chan-
nel, use Find Molecules for Drift Correction (Menu→Edit) or manually
choose reference beads for drift correction. Use Set Drift (Right-Click on
Molecules Panel) to calculate drift and check Subtract Drift checkbox in
the Molecules Panel (Save Drift (Menu→Options) file is recommended).
Save selected Tracks (Menu→Edit) using only the selected drift corrected
reference beads.
5. Load Tracks from single motor proteins and select molecule tracks co-
localizing with filaments (evaluating motor tracks for each filament sep-
arately is recommended). Verifying motor protein tracks is best done using
the kymograph tool in the Tools-Scan Panel, which shows the tracks in the
kymograph. Save Tracks for motor proteins in separate file, one file for
each filament is recommended.
6. Load Tracks from filament channel as well as drift corrected reference
beads from molecule channel. Note, if filament channel has more than one
frame, drift correction as well as averaging for the filaments is necessary. Choose
Create Offset Map (Menu→Offset Map) to estimate color offset (Save Off-
set Map file is recommended). To verify color offset activate Show Offset
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Map and use Align Channels option. If reference beads are matched incor-
rectly, delete the respective reference bead and redo Create Offset Map.
7. Delete the reference beads by Select all Molecules and Delete selected
tracks (both Right-Click on Molecules Panel). The drift correction and color
offset map is saved in the background until it is overwritten or FIESTA is
closed.
8. Load Tracks of stepping motor proteins (selecting mulitple files is possi-
ble), make sure only filaments and verified motor tracks are present.
9. Subtract Drift to make sure that tracks are drift corrected and choose Ap-
ply Offset Map to link offset map to the respective tracks. Activate Align
Channels to calculate the new positions after color correction.
10. Align Filaments (Menu→Statistics) in order to align filaments according to
the average direction of the motor proteins stepping along them. The start-
point of the filaments will be closer to the attachment position and the end-point
closer to the detachment position of the motor proteins.
11. Select all Molecules and choose Path Statistics (Menu→Statistics) with the
Filament Centerline option to project the molecule position on the center-
line. The distance along the path (column 3 in PathData field) will then be
given as the distance from the start of the filament (real component) as well
as for the end of the filament (imaginary component). Save all Tracks with
motors and filaments for further analysis.
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A.4 Measuring bleaching distribution with FIESTA
FIESTA can be used to extract the bleaching times for immobilized fluorescently-
labeled motor proteins semi-automatically. Here, the tracked positions of the
immobilized motors in all frames are mapped and categorized in clusters (using
dbscan algorithm). Then, the intensity of random clusters is displayed over time
and the user can select bleaching steps:
1. Open Stack (Menu→Data) and track immobilized molecules (set verifica-
tion steps to 0 to disable connecting tracks).
2. Load Objects (Menu→Data) from the results file.
3. Choose Bleaching Evaluation (Menu→Statistics), enter minimum number
of necessary objects per cluster and choose box size for intensity integration
in pixels. FIESTA will display a window with the integrated intensity of a
box around a cluster of tracked objects (minimum cluster size set by user)
over time.
4. Choose visible bleaching steps by clicking at the position in the graph (ei-
ther one or two step bleaching). If no bleaching step is visible or the inten-
sity shows other fluctuation skip the molecule.
5. Save results and use the file in the runlength or interaction time evaluation.
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A.5 Temperature control of the objective
Temperature control of the sample was implemented by using a custom-made
hollow brass ring designed by Dr. Friedrich Schwarz (Figure 33A). The ring (Fig-
ure 33B) for the 100x TIRF Objective (Zeiss, Jena, Germany) was manufactured
by the Mechanical Workshop at the MPI-CBG (Dresden, Germany) using the de-
sign shown in Figure 34. It is connected to a combined cooling and heating unit
(F25-MC Refrigerated/Heating Circulator; JULABO GmbH, Seelbach, Germany),
via silicone tubing (Figure 33C). When using the TIRF objective, temperature
control of the objective is sufficient because the required index-matching oil be-
tween the objective and the sample acts as a good heat conductor. Temperature
is measured with a small temperature sensor incorporated in the flow channel.
A
B
C
Figure 33 – Temperature control: (A) Design of temperature control ring. (B) Custom-
made hollow brass ring for the 100x TIRF Objective (Zeiss, Jena, Germany). (C) Complete
temperature control setup with combined cooling heating unit and tubing. Temperature
control ring fits on the objective after removing the magnification color code of the ob-
jective (rubber band).
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Figure 34 – Technical drawings of temperature control: Hollow brass ring for 100x TIRF
Objective (Zeiss, Jena, Germany). Design provided by Dr. Friedrich Schwarz, custom-
made by the Mechachnical Workshop of the MPI-CBG (Dresden, Germany).
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The required parts list of the temperature control includes:
• Combined cooling and heating device (e.g. Julabo Corio or TopTech Series,
Thermo Scientific Immersion Circulator, Huber MPC)
• Hose tail M10, hose tail M5 (e.g. Mafa-Sebald)
• Silicone tubing (e.g. VWR)
• Pinch cock (e.g. Bochem, VWR)
• Flow indicators (e.g. Burkle, SciLabware)
• Tubing clamps (e.g. Bochem, Burkle)
Unfortunately, small temperature variations can still remain because only the
temperature of the water in the combined cooling and heating device is regu-
lated. Adding a feedback from the temperature sensor in the flow channel or an
additional sensor attached to the objective could further improve the setup. Here,
temperature differences due to lack of thermal insulation in the tubing as well as
heat generated by the microscope body could be compensated by additional cool-
ing or heating of the water bath especially when trying to achieved temperatures
well above or below room temperature.
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